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Addendum 10 Notional Bureau of Siandards Handbook 59, Permissible Dose 
from ExternAl ourees of lonuing Radiations 

(Extend and replaces in ert of January 8, 1957) 

(Thi ::- adde dum will nee ~ ' itate changes in the f \lowing, BS Hand
books: -12, 48, 4!l, 50, 51, 5:l, 53, 54 , 55, 56, 58, 60, an d 61. ) 

Maximum Permissible Radiation 
Exposures to Man 

Introduction 

On Jan uary 8, 1957, the National Co mmittee on Ra iation Protec
t ion and .1easuremcnts i ued a Preliminary tatern lit setting forth 
its revi ed philo phyon . 1aximum Permi ible Radi tion Expo ures 
to Man,1 Since that time several of the . 'CRP subcommit tees have 
been actively tudying t nec ry revisions of t,h ir I' pective han d
book , Th' tu ie hu\' hown the need for (1 ) clari fi c tion of the 
earlier iate rn n iIl ld 2) modification r exten ion of some of the con
cept · in that state ment, Furt hrrmore, the Intern t ional Commission 
on Radiological I roteetion h'as mad minor changes in their recom
mendations. Accordin gly t he 1 RP has prepared a set of guides, 
given below, Lilat will llL' ll re lJl1iformity in the basic philo.ophy. to 
embodie ill the va rious handbooks. Since many of the handbooks arc 
fo llowed cl sely in plann ing radiation operation' in t he nited States, 
and since the m dificai"on of a halldbook may require many month. 
of effort, it. seems wise to make th over-all guiding principles available 
in advauc of the l' is 'uancc f the revised haudbook. Th gu id s 
are not de 'ignrd to take t.he place of any of th handboo k,, ; the prin
ciples given l>clow will be extensively t reated la r in appropriate place~, 
In t.he meantl m han book r vision or s1lpplementary statements will 
be issued as rapidly as possibl . 

Since t he st.ate ment of an Ilverage per capita dose for the whole 
population doc not direct.ly influence the . uhstance of the CRP 
Handbo k , no fllrth .1' statements rcgard ing Hch a nu mber will be 
made at thi time, In ny discll 'ioll of the M D it is impractical to 
take into considerat ion the dose from natural background and medical 
or dental procedures. 

The change' iI the accumula e d MPD are not the result of positive 
evidence of damage due to u of t he earlier permissible dose leve ls, 
but rather are ascd on the de ire to bring t he MPD into accord 
with the tr >nds of scientific opinion ; it is re cognized t hat there are still 
many uncer tain ties in he available data and informatio n, Considera
tion has also been given to the probability of a large future increase in 
radiation uses, In spite of the trends, it is believed that the risk 
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involved in delaying the activation of theS{' recommendations is very 
small if not negligible. Conditions in exi~ting installations should 
be modified to meet the new recommendations as soon as practicable. 
and the new MPD limits should be used iIi the design and plallning of 
future apparatus and installations. Because of the impact of these 
changes and the time required to modify existing equipment and 
installations, it is recommended on the basis of present knowledge that 
a conversion period of not more than 5 years from January 1957 
(see footnote 1) be adopted within which time all necessary modifica
tions should be completed. 

The basil' rules and the operational guides outlined below are in
tended to be in general conformity with the philosophy expressed in the 
1953 statements of the ICRP, as reyised in April 1956 and March 1958. 

Guides for the Preparation of NCRP Recommendations 

It is agreed that we should make clear distinction between basic 
MPD rules or requirements, and operational or administrative guide8 
to be used according to the special requirements in any particular 
situation. Guides have the distinct value of retaining some reason
able degree of uniformity in the interpretation of the basic rules. 

The risk to the individual is not precisely determiuable but, however 
small, it is believed not to be zero. Even if the injury should prove 
to be proportional to the amount of radiation the individual receives, 
to the best of our present knowledge, the new permissible levels are 
thought not to constitute an unacceptable risk. Since the new rules 
are designed to limit the potential hazards to the individual and to the 
reproductive cells, it is therefore, necessary to control the radiation 
dose to the population as a whole, as well as to the individuaL For 
this reason, maximum p('rmissible doses are set for the small percentage 
of the whole population who may be occupationally exposed, in order 
that they not be involved in risks greater than are normally accepted 
in industry. Also radiation workers represent a somewhat selected 
group in that individuals presumably of the greatest susceptibility 
(i. e., infants and children) are not included. However, for the persons 
located immediately outside of controlled areas but who may be 
exposed to radiation originating in controlled art'as, the permissible 
level is adjusted downward from that in the controlled area because 
the number of such persons may not be negligible. With this down
ward adjustment, the risk to the individual is negligible so that small 
transient deviations from the pNscribed levels are unimportant. 

Controls of radiation exposure should be adequate to provide reason
able assurance that recommended levels of maximum permissible 
dose shall not be exceeded. In addition, the KCRP reemphasizes its 
long-standing philosophy that radiation exposures from whatever 
sources should be as low as practical. 

(2) 8Q:::-842-2 

Definitions 

For th'" purposes of these guides, the following definitions are given: 
Controlled area. .\ deHned area in which the occupational exposure 

of personnel to radiation or to radioactive lIlaterial is under the super
vision of [In individual in of radiation protection. (This im
plies that a controlled area is onc that requires control of access, occu
pallcy, and working conditions for radiation protection purposes.) 

lVorkload. Th", output of a radiation machine or a radioactive 
source integrated over a S1Jitable time lind expressed in appropriate 
units. 

Occupancy facIor_ The factor by which the workload should be mul
tiplied to correct for the degree or type of occupancy of the area in 
question. 

REE dose. RBE slands for relative biological effectiveness. An 
RBE dose is the dose measured in rems. (This is discussed in thc re
port of the International COlHmission on Radiological Units and Meas
urements. 195t1. ;\ 13S Handbook t12. p. 7.) 

Basic Rules 
1. Accumulated Dose (Radiation Workers). 

A. External exposure to crilical organs. 

Whole body. head and trunk, active blood-forming organs, or gonads: 
The maximulll permissible dose (MPD), to the most critical organs. 
accumulated at any age, shall not exceed 5 rems multiplied by the 
number of years bcyonrl age 18, and the dose in any 13 consecutive 
weeks shall not exceed 3 rems.2 

Thus the acculllulated MPD= (;\'-18) X5 rems, where N is the age 
in years and is greu ter thun 18. 

Cmn!E:-<"T: This to radiation of sufficient penetrating 
power to affect a sigmfieant fraction of the critical tissue. (This 
\:-m be enlarged upon in the revision of H59.) 

B. F1iernal exposure to other organs. 

Skin of whole body: MPD=10 (N-18) rems, and the dose in any 13 
consecutive weeks shall not exceed 6 rems.3 

COMMENT: This rule applies to radiation of low penetrating 
power. See figure 2, H59. 
Lens of the eyes: The dose to the lens of the eyes shall be limited by 

the dose to the head and trunk (A, above). 

, The Quarterly Iimitntion of 3 rems in 13 weeks is basically the same as in H59 except that 
it is no longer related to the old weekly dose limit. The yearly limitation is 12 rems instead 
of the 15 rems as given in the KeRF preliminary recommendtions of January 8.1957. 

• This is similar to the 1954 (H59) recommendations in that the permissible skin dooo is 
double the whole-body dooo. H59 made no statement regarding a IS-week limitation. 
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Hand3 and fort!aTTrnl, feci and ankles: MPD= 75 rems/year, and the 
dose in any 13 consecutive wetlks shall not exceed 25 reffiS.' 

C. lmernol Q;posure8. 

The permiElSible levels from internal emitters will be consistent aa 
far BB possible with the age-proration pnnciples above. Control of 
t.he internal doso will be achieved by limiting t.he body burden of 
radioisotopes. This will generally be accomplished by control of the 
average concentration of rlldioactive material8 in thu air, water, or 
food taken into the body. Since it would be impractical to set different 
MPO values for air, water, and food [or radiathm-workers as a function 
oC age, the MPC values are selected in Buch a maDDer that they eonfo.-m 
to the above-stated limits when applied to the moat restrictive case, 
viz., they are set to be applic.able to radiation workers of age 18. Thus, 
the values are conse.-vatlve and are applicable to radiation worken 
of any age (assuming there is no occupational exposure to radiation 
permitted at age less than 18). The [acton entering into the calcula
tions will be dealt with in detail in the forthcoming revision of Hand
book 62. 

The maximum permi68ible average concentrations of radionuclides 
in air and water are determined from biological dltta whenever such 
data are available, or are calculated on the bRsis of an averaged annual 
dose of 15 rerns for most individual organs of the body,- 30 rems when 
the critical organ is the thyroid or skin, and 5 rems when the gonads 
or the whole body is the critical organ. For bone seekers the mn.ximum 
permissible limit is based on the dist.ribution of the deposit, the RilE, 
and a comparison of the energy release in the bone with the energy 
release delivered by It maximum permissible body burden of 0.1 I'll: Ram 
plus daughters. 

1. Emerte1JC)l Dose (Radlotion Workers) . 

An aocidental or emergency dose of 25 rems to the whole body or a 
major portion t hereof, occuring only once in the lifetime of the person, 
need not be Inoluded in the determination of the radiation exposure 
status of that person (see p. 69, H59).' 

3. Medical Dole (Radiation Workers). 

Radiation exposUl'es resulhlng from necessary medical and dent.sJ 
procedures need not be included in the determination of the radiation 
exposure status of the person concerned.' 

• This Is basically the same as the 19St (1U9) reCOmllllllltlnlJolIll HCl'PI ror Ih~ 13·w('('k Iimi
LaUOll . 

'This Is baslcuUy the same a.~ the 1953 (Hli2) mcommolld"Uoll3. 
• This Is the srune as th. 19i>l (8611) reco[llm~ndatl(lM. 
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4. Dose to Persons Uutside oj Controlled Areas. 

The radiation or radioactive material outside a controlled area, attri
butable to normal operations within the controlled area, shall be such 
that it is improbable that any individual will receive a dose of more 
than 0.5 rem in any 1 year from external radiation. 

The maximum permissible average body burden of radionuclides in 
persons outside of the controlled area and attributable to the opera
tions within the controlled area shall not exceed one-tcnth of that for 
radiation workers.7 This will normally entail control of the average 
concentrations in air or water at the point of intake, or rate of intake 
to the body in foodstuffs, to levels not exceeding one-tenth of the 
maximum permissible concentrations allowed in air, water, and food
stuffs for occupational exposure. Thc body burden and concentrations 
of radionuclides may be averaged over periods up to 1 year. 

The maximum permissible dose and the maximum permissible 
concentrations of radionuclides as recommended above are primarily 
for the purpose of keeping the average dose to the whole population as 
low as reasonably possible, and not beeause of specifie injury to the 
individual. 

COMMENT: Occupancy-factor guides will be needed by several of 
the subcommittees. It will be important that these do not differ 
markedly between different handbooks. The Executive Committee 
will endeavor to establish a set of uniform occupancy-factor guides. 

Operational and Admin istrative Guides 

S. The maximum dose of 12 rems in any 1 year as governed by the 
13 week limitation, should be allowed only wh en adequate past and 
current exposure records exist. The allowance of a dose of 12 rems 
in any 1 year should not be encouraged as a part of routine operations; 
it should be regarded as an allowable but unusual condition. The 
records of previous expO:lUres must show that the addition of such a 
dose will not cause the indi vidual to exceed his age-prorated allowance. 

6. The full 3-rem dose should not be allowed to be taken within a 
short time interval under routine or ordinary eircumstanees (however, 
see paragraph 2 on Emergency Dose above.) DeSirably, it should be 
distributed in time as uniformly as possible and in any case the dose 
should not be greater than 3 rems in any 13 consecutive weeks. When 
the individual is not personally monitored and/or personal exposure 
records are not maintained, the exposure of 12 rems in a year should 
not be allowed; the yearly allowance under these circumstances should 
be 5 rems, provided area surveys indicate an adequate margiJ) of 
safety. 

T This is basically the same as the recommendations of January 8. 1957. 
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7. When aay perSOll accepts employment in radiation work, it shall 
be assumed that he has rec('iv(·d his ag(~prorated dose up to that time 
unless (1) satiRfactory record" from prior radiation employment show 
the contrary, or (2) it can he satisfactorily demonstrated that he has 
not been employed in radiation work. This is not to imp!y that such 
an individual 3hould be expected to routinely accept exposures at 
radiation levels approaching the yearly maximum of 12 rems up to the 
time he reaches his age-prorated limit. Application of these principles 
will serve to millimize abuse. 

S. The new l\IPD standards stated above are not intended to be 
applied retroa~tivdy to individuals exposed under previously accepted 
standards. 

9. It is implicit in the establishment of the basic protection rules that 
at prpsent it is ncithl'r possible nor prudent to administer a suitably 
safe radiation protection plan on th!' basis of yearly monitoring only. 
It is al80 implicit that at the low p!'rmissiblp dose levels now being rec
ommended, tht're is fairly wide latitude in the rate of delivery of this 
dose to an individual so long a~ the dose f('mains within the age
prorated limits specified above. In ~pite of a lack of clear evidence of 
harm due to irradiation at dose rates ia excess of some specified level, 
it is prudent to set some reasonabl,' upper limit to the rate at which all 
occupational exposure may be delivered. Therefore, it has been agreed 
that the dose to a radiation worker should not exceed 3 rems ill any 
13 consecutive weeks. 

10. The latitude that may appropriately be applied in the opera
tional and administrative control of occupational exposure will be 
dictated by two major factors (a) the type of risk involved and the 
likelihood of the occurrence of ovpr-!'xposurl'S and (b) the monitoring 
methods, equipml'nt, and the dose recording procedur('s available to 
the radiation users. Where th(' hazards are minimal and not likely to 

from day to day or whpre then' are auxiliary controls to insure 
that the 13-werk limitation will Hot be exceeded, the integration may 
be carried out over pNiods up to 3 months. Where the hazards an' 
significant and where the exposure experience indicates unpredictability 
as to exposure levels, the doses should be determined more frequcntly, 
such as weekly, daily, houriy, or oftener, as may be required to limit 
the exposure to permissible values. 

11. For the vast majority of installations (medical and industrial), 
operation is more or }pss routine and reasonably predictable and it 
may be expectpd that thrir monitoring procedures will be minimaL 
For such installations the protE'ciion design should be adequate to 
insure that over-exposures will not occur--otherwise frequent sampling 
tests should be specified. 'Vhere film badges are used for monitoring, 
it is preferable that they be worn for 4 weeks or longer, since utherwise 
the inaccuracy of the readings may unduly prejudice the radiation 
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history of the individual. \'i'here operations are not routillt' or arp 
subject to unpredictable variations that may be hazardous, srlf-reading 
pocket dOSimeters, pocket chambers, or other :;uch devices should also 
be worn and should be rrad daily or more often as circumstances 
dictate. 

12. Except for planning, cOllvenience of calculation, design, or ad
ministrative guides, the KCRP will discontinue the use of a weekh' 
MPD or MPC.8 . 

13. The Committee has delibf'rately omitted the discussioll of future 
exposure forfeiture for exposures the l\IPD 011 the grounds 
that any such statements might lend encouragement to the ullnecessarv 
use of forfeiture provisions. • 

I This rt'prt'sents a minor change from the ","CRP recommendations of January 8. 1957 but 
no change in tbe basic MPD. ' 

April 15, 1958. 

{I, S. GOVERNME01T PIU!'-;TING OFFiCE: o . 4856~5 
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Preface 

The recommendations made bv the National Committee 
on Radiation Protection, which 'are published as National 
Bureau of Standards Handbooks, serve as guides for pro
tection against general hazards of rndiation sources. A new 
class of radiation source haR resulted from the rapid develop
ment since 1940 of such high-energy electron accelerators as 
linear accelerators, electron cyclotrons, electron synchro
trons, and betatrons. Of this group, betatrons and electron 
synchrotrons are being built commercially. Because these 
accelerators are tlourccs of high-energy radiations and because 
of their widepread applicatioIls, they represent a potential 
hazard t;o operating personnel, to patients in hospitals, and 
to the public. Therefore, the operators of these accelerators 
require suitable protection recommendations for the safe 
il.pplieation of the high-energy radiat.ions. 

The presimt Handbook attempts to supply these recom
mendations, Onlv betatron and 8vnd~rotrnn sources are 
considered. The 'hazards resulting from the various radia
tions produced by the sources are included, as well as those 
due to eertain associated effects, sllch as noise, electricity, 
and ozou(' pr0duction. 

The e:q)I'rimenta.l data that re]att~'" to protection require
ments for betatron'3 lind synchrol rorls are far from complete. 
Accordmgl?, measurement ti',;hniqups and syst€ms of units 
are not wen e::tabEshed. Because there is a general deficiency 
of sta.ndard procedure in the high-energy field, complete 
a.ppendixes to tbi" HHnd.book are given to provide detailed 
discussions of propop.·d .mits and measurement procedures. 
These dfltails are not required in a protection 
handbook. 

The following issues ba;"e received special attention: 
(1) The choice of the units for radiation intensity (watts/ 

cm2) and for dose (f'rb"S/g). 
(2) The choice of a radiation-intensity secondary-standard. 
(3) The choice of a 5-cm-thick Lucite cover for the sensi

tive element of a survey instrument. 
(4) The recommendation for high-energy installations of 

the standard personnel-monitoring procedures presently in 
use below 2 Mev. 

The Handbook was prepared by Subcommittee 5 of the 
National Committee on Radiation Protpction, which is 
d(lsignated to investigate protection agsinst )'fldiations (elec-

III 
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trons. gamma rays, llnd X-rays) above two million volts. 
The I\CRP operates under the sponsorship of the National 
Bureau of Standards with the cooperation of the leading 
radiological organizations. It was formed upon the recom
mendation of the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection. Each of the subcommittees is charged with the 
responsibility of preparing protection recommendations in its 
particular field. The reports of the subcommittees are 
approved by the main committee before publication. 

The following parent organizations and individuals com
prise the main committee: 

American College of Radiology: R. H. Chamberlain and G. C. Hennv. 
American Medical Association: P. C. Hodges. . 
America.n Radium Society: E. H. QUimby and T. P. Eberhard. 
American Roentgen Ray Society: R. R. Newell and J. L. WeatherwalL 
National Bureau of Standards: L. S. Tavlor, Chairman, and :\1. S. 

N orloff Secretarv. . 
National Electrical .Manufacturers Association: E. Dale Trout. 
RadiolOgical Society of North America: G. Failla and R. S. Stone. 
U. S. Air Force: S. E. Lifton, :\iaj. 
U. S. Army: J. P. Cooney, Brig. Gen. 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission: K. Z. Morgan and J. C. Bugher. 
U. S. Na.vy: C. F. Behrens, Rear Adm. 
U. S. Public Health Service: H. L. Andrews and E. G. Williams. 
Representatives-at-large: Shields Warren and H. B. Williams. 

The following are the subcommittees and their chairmen: 
Subcommittee 1. 
Subcommittee 2. 
SUbcommittee 3. 
SUbcommittee 4. 

Subcommittee o. 
Subcommittee 6. 

Subcommittee 7. 

Subcommittee 8. 
SUbcommittee 9. 

Permissible Dose from External Sources, G. Failla. 
Permissible Internal Dose, K. Z. Morgan. 
X-rays up to Two Million Volta, H. O. Wyckoff. 
Heavy Particles (Neutrons, Protons, and Heavier). 

Dean Cowie. 
Electrons, Gamma Ray!', and X-rays above Two 

Million Volt.<o, H. W. Koch. 
Handling of Radioactive Isotopes and Fission 

Products, H. M. Parker. 
Monitoring Methods and Instruments, H. L. 

Andrews. 
Waste DispoRal and Decontamination, J.n. Jensen. 
Protection Against Radiations from Radium, 

Cobalt-60, and Cesium-137 Encapsulate<! Sources, 
C. B. Braestrup. 

The membership of the Subcommittee on Electrons, 
Gamma Rays, and X-rays Above Two Million Volts is as 
follows: 
H. W. KOCH, Chairman. 
O. C. BALDWIN. 
C. B. BBAE8'l'BUP. 
D. COWUI. 
U. FANo. 

IV 

J. LAUGHLIN. 
L. MARINELLI. 
D. SCAG. 
L. S. SItAGG8. 

A. V. ASTIN, Director. 
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Protection Against Betatron
Synchrotron Radiations Up to 100 

Million Electron Volts 

I. Definitions 1 

The folluwing definitions include the terms used in this 
Handbook. It is not intended to be a complete list of 
radiation terms. 

1.1. Acceleration chamber. 'rhe annular vacuum tube, 
commonly called a IIdonut," in which the electrons are 
accelerated in a circular electron accelerat{)l'. 

1.2. Accelerator operating energy. continuous spec-
trwn oj X-rays. 

1.3. Betatron (induction accelerator). A device for the 
acceleration of particles, ordinarily electrons, in a circular 
orbit in an increasing magnetic field by means of magnetic 
induction. 

104. Bremsstrahlung. See X-rays. 
1.5. Burst oj X-radiation. The pulse of X-rays emanating 

from a circular electron accelerator as a result of one electron 
acceleration cycle. The duration of the burst is generally 
of the order of a few microseconds. 

1.6. Circular electron accelerator. A circular 
accelerator in this Handbook refers to a betatron or synchro
tron that accelerates electrons to energies between 2 and 
100 11ev. The electrons can be used to strike a target and 
produce X-rays ",ithin the accelerator structure, or the 
electrons can be removed from the accelerator. 

1.7. Condenser r-meter. An instrument consisting of an 
ionization chamber, together with au:\iliary equipment for 
charging the chamber and measuring its voltage. It is 
used as an integrating instrument for measuring quantity 
of electrons, X-rays, or gamma radiation with energies below 
2 Mev and is calibrated in roentgens. 

I 'bny 01 the de5nitions are bused on those that have appeared in National Bureau of 
Standards Handbook 41, "Medical X-ray Protection C;p to Two Million Volts," and in "A 
Glossary 01 Terms in Nuclear Science and Te>!hnology," by the National Research Council. 
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1.8. Oone oj X-radiation. A cone, with apex at the 
X-ray target, that contains the major portion of the primary 
X-radiation from an electron accelerator.2 

1.9. Oontinuous spect'I"Um oj X-rays. The continuous 
energy distribution of X-radiation produced by an accel
erator. This distribution extends up to the kinetic e!lergy 
of the electrons striking the X-ray target. The maxrrnum 
kinetic energy of the electrons obtainable from an accel
erator defines the accelerator energy rating (e. g., 40-Mev 
betatron). The spectra of the continuous X-rays from 
betatrons and synchrotrons are giyen in ap~eJ?-dix G. . . 

1.10. Oontrol cubicle. The cublCle contammg the aUXIlIary 
circuits required for the operation of the accelerator, such 
as the injection, ejection, contraction, and radio-frequency 
supply circuits. 

1.11. Donut. See acceleration chamber. 
1.12. Dose. A measure of the energy imparted to a unit 

mass of a medium by the ionizing particles present in the 
place of interest. The term dose as used in this Handbook 
is expressed in ergs per gram. This is the unit recommended 
by the International Commission on Radiological Units for 
use at energies above 3 Mev. See rad. 

1.13. Dose rate. The dose delivered per unit time. Dose 
rates in this Handbook are expressed in ergs per gram 
per second. 

1.14. Duty cycle. The fra~tion o! the total operat~ng 
time of the accelerator dunng WhICh X-rays are bemg 
produced. The duty cycle for an accelerator that pro
duces a burst of X-rays during each magnetic-field cycle is 
the product of the X-ray bUl'St time in seconds and the 
number of ma~etic-field cycles per second. . 

1.15. l!.,quiltbrium orbit. The circle of theoretICally con
stant radius on or near which the electrons spend most of 
their acceleration cycle in a circular electron accelerator. 

1.16. Equilibrium or transition thickness. The depth in 
a sufficiently thick absorber at which a monodirectional 
X-ray beam, initially electron-free, produces the maximum 
ionization per unit volume. . . 

1.17. Equivalent quanta per square cen~~meter. A umt of 
radiation exposure. The number of eqUivalent quanta per 
square centimeter in an X-ray beam equals the total X-ray 
energy crossing a square centimeter measured normally to 
the direction of flow, divided by the peak-value X-ray
photon energy. The interrelationships of this unit .with 
other radiation units are summarized in table 6, appendIX A. 

S See appendlx rt for a more precise descrlptlon ot the angular dlstrlbution orthe X-radlatloll. 
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1.18. Erg. A unit of energy in the cgs system. See kilo
electron-volts. 

1..19. e~ per cm3
• _One el.ectrostatic unit of electric charge 

carned by lOns of eIther sIgn, which are produced by the 
iuteraction of radiation in 1 cm3 of air at standard tempera
ture and pressure. 

1.20. Fil"!1' badge. (photographic dosimeter). A pack of 
photograp~c film WIth proper filters used for the detection 
or evaluatIon of d?se produced by ionizing radiation. 

~.2~. Flux derunty .. An amount of radiation flowing per 
UnIt tIme and per UnIt area, measured normally to the direc
tion .of ~ow. For example, electron (or X-ray photon) flux 
denSIty IS the number of electrons (or X-ray photons) per 
second .per square. centimeter; also, energy flux density (also 
called IntenSIty) IS the energy flow per unit time per unit 
area. See radiation intensity. 

1.22. Gamma rays. See X-rays. 
L2~. Half-value layer (IIVL). The thickness of absorbing 

m~tenal necessary to reduce the dose rate produced at a 
pomt by an X-ray beam to one-half of its original value. A 
statement of half-value layer at high X-ray energies should 
always be accompanied by a statement on the amount of 
previ?us filtratioJ?-' The concept of a half-value layer, 
e~peclally at the hIgh energies, must be applied with caution 
~Ince the rate of ~hange of dose rate with thickness or depth 
IS not always a UnIque characteristic of the primarv radiation. 

1.24. Intensity. See radiation intensity. W 

. 1.25. Kilo-e!ectr~JTb-~olts (kev). A unit of energy. Onekev 
IS the change m kmetIc energy of an electron when it moves 
across a potential 1ifference of 1,000 volts. One kev is 
equivalent to 1.6 X 10-9 erg. 

1.26. Kilovolt (kv). A unit of electrical potential equal to 
1,000 volts. 

1.27. Leakage radiation. All radiation coming from the 
accelerator outside the limits of the useful beam. 

1.28. :Magnet. The laminated steel structure of an ac
celerator in which the magnetic flux circulates. 

1:29. Maximum permissible dose. The mlJ,..'i:imum dose to 
w~lch the body of a pers~n or any part thereof shall be per
mIt.ted to b.e exposed contlJ.lually or intermittently in a given 
perIOd of tIme. The maXllllum doses permitted in 1 week 
are given in table 1.3 

.. ' The source 01 the baSic data used In table 1 Is National But1l8u of Standards HBIldbook 47, 
Recornmenda~lOns of the LnternatIonal CommissIon on Radiological Protection BIld of the 

[nternatlonal Commission on Radiological Units, 1950." HBIldbook 47 lists permissible 
doses In roentgens per week, a unit that l.s strictly appllcable only to X-rays below 3 Mev. 
For the present Handbook t has been assumed that 0.3 r measured In air tor 1 week corre
spol)ds to a dose vnlue of 30 ergs/g for 1 week for X-mys measured In tissue. The value of 30 
ergslg divided by the relative. biological efficlencles for other radiations, as l!sted In table 4 
page 6, gives the maxlmuill permiSSible doses for I week for radiations other than X-rays. ' 
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TABLE 1. Maximum permissible doses in I week 

X·mys ~nd 
Beta mys 

Type of mdlatlon 

l)rot.obi _____ . ____ ._ 
Slow neutrons. _. 
FMt ueutrons of energy 

:Mev ... 
Alpha 

Er~slgram 
In 1 week 

1.30. Jiaximl1Tn pcrmis8?'ble Ttl'lltron flux den.sity. The max
imum number of neutrons permitted for a given unit of time 
per square centimeter of hody surface perpendicular to the 
neutron beam. The maximum permissible filL\: densities 
corresponding to the ,arious neutron energies are listed in 
table 2. 

1.31. Million electron t'Olts (Mev). A unit of energy equal 
to 1,000ke,. 

1.32. lHilliu·att. One one-thousandth of a watt (10-3 watt). 
1.33. Neutron energy classifications. Neutron energy ranges 

that are discussed in this Handbook are defined in table 3. 

TABLE 2. Jiaximum permissible neutron flu::c densiiies 

N eu trOD energy 

ThermaL 
0.00001 
0.010 ... . 
O.!. ..... . 
0.5 .......... .. 
1.0 ...... . 

~umber or 
ne.utrons! 
cm~r':k!c .. 

2. ()()() 
[,000 
l,(l()() 

200 
80 
50 

;\1eutron energy 

}.£e ...... Contlnued 

• A mean of several sets of C'<I]cuJatioDs. which were based un a 40·br week. The mean 
,alues of table 2 were agreed upon by lhe International Commissiou on RadiologIcal Pro· 
rection at the Se"enlh InternatiOnAl Congress of RadiOIOgy'rCopenlmgen,}UIY 1953. The 
following articles pro,lde some of the background material: . C. E,·ou" Nucleonics 4. :>:0. 
3.p. 2 (1949l; 1. S. )fitehell, Brit. J. Radlol: ZO/79 (947); J. H..Talt, AERE ,1'11,\,273, 416.( ~~c\~ 
J. H. Taltt!'{ed. Res. COllllcll TIR 118. 1901; \Y. S. Snyder, NucleOnICS 6, No. ", p. 45 (U;;(), 
W .Ham. Nat. Res. Coundl, Oommlttee on Radlatlon Catamets, 1950; W. S Snyder and J. 
Neufeld (to be publlshed). 

TABLl] 3. Neutron-energy r/assifications 
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1.34. Occupied space. The space neighboring an electron 
acc~lerat?r that is occupied or may be occupied by persons 
durmg times when the accelerator is producing radiation. 

1.35. Personnel monitoring. The systematic periodic esti
mate of radiation dose received by personnel during working 
hours. 

1.36. Power cubicle. The cubicle containing the power 
equipment for tne accelerator, such as the capacitors, the 
power transformers, the d-c rectifiers. 

1.37. Primary protective barriers. Barriers designed to 
reduce the dose rate produced by the useful beam in occupied 
spaces. 

1.38. Primary ra&iation. Radiation coming directly from 
the accelerator target, '''hich includes X-rays (bremsstrah
lun~), electrons, and neutrons. It includes the useful-beam 
radlation and part of the leakage radiation. 

1.39. Protection. Provisions designed to reduce exposure 
of personnel to radiation. For external radiation this in
volves the use of protective barriers, the assignment of ade
quate distance from radiation sources, the reduction of 
operating time or beam intensity, or any combinations of 
these. 

1.40. Protection wrvey. Evaluation of the radiation 
hazards associated with the production and use of the radia
tions from an electron accelerator. 

1.41. Protecti1}e barriers. Barriers of radiation-ashorbing 
material, as lead, concrete, or steel, that are used to 
reduce radiation hazards. 

1.42 .. Qy.alijied expert. A person. h~ving the kIlo,dedge 
and trammg needed to meaSUl'e radlatlOns from an electron 
accelerator and to advise the safety officer regarding radia
~ion hazards. The physician, safety ofIicer, or plant super
mtendent employing him shall be responsible fOl' seeing that 
he has the necessary qualifications. Certification by com
petent authority or' by a board set up for the purpose is 
desirable. -

1.43. Had. The unit of absorbed dose, which is 100 
The rad is a measure of the energy imparted to 
by ionizing particles per unit mass of iLTadiated 

material at Lhe place of interest. It was recommended and 
adopted by the International Commission on RadioloO'ical 
units at the Seventh International Congress of Radiol~gv, 
Copenhagen, ,July 1953. . 

1.44. Radiation. In general, radiation is energy that is 
propngated through space; in particular, for the purposes of 
this Handbook, it consists of the that is propagated 
in the form of X-rays, gamma rays, find IlNltroIls. 



1.45. Radiation fXPOSIJN;. The time integral of the radia
tion intensity incident at a giyen position. Radiation ex
posures as used in this Handbook are expressed in watt
seconds per square centimeter. (l watt-sec/cm2 is equal to 
10' ergs/cm2

.) 

1.46. Radiation field. The space irradiated by the ac-
celerator. 

1.47. Radiation hazard. A haz;ard resulting from the 
presence of radiation in amounts capable of producing dose 
rates greater than the maximum permissible dose rates. 

1.48. Radl:at?:oninten81:ty (radiation energy fhn density). 
The radiation energy flowin~ through unit area perpendicular 
to the beam per unit time. ,Yhen separate beams of the same 
or different radiations are considered. the intensitv and 
direction of t'ftch individual heam should be specified.-

Hadiation intensities in this Handbook are expressed in 
watts per square centimeter. This quantity is of particular 
interest in the specification of accelerator performance, 
and m1lst not be confused "i\"ith dose rate, which measures the 
rate of energy abgorption per unit mass of an irradiated med
ium. (See dose.) 

1.49. Radiation room. The room to which the bulk of the 
radiation produced by the accelerator is confined. For l he 
purposes of this Handbook, this room is also assumed to be 
the room in which the radiation is utilized. 

1.50. RBE. The abbreviation of the term "relative bio
logical effectiveness." which is evaluated numerically as the 
inn'rse ratio of the doses of two different radiations necessarv 
to produee the same biological effect. The ratio is not th"e 
same for all hiological effects. Values of RBE with reference 
to the gamma rays of radium as a standard are listed in 
table 4 as they are used in this Handbook. They are of an 
interim nature and are intended only for usc in calculating 
the maximum permissible dose le,cIs. 

TABLE 4. Relative biological efficiencies 

Gamma. 
tercel by 

RadIation 

X·ray' of energy 0.1 to 100 ~fev' 
El('ctrolls of energy 0.1 to 100 

:\! e\' 

Proton~~" ~ 
Fast neutrons.. .. . 
Alpha rays ............. . 

RBF: 

1.0 (Stand· 
ard). 

1.0 

• Some experimental evidence lor an RBE of less than 1 has been found for the X·ray. 
generated by betatrons operating In the regIon of 20 Mev. However, untl! tbe$ results are 
well estabJlshed, the more conservath'e RBE 01 LO is adopted In this Handbook for tbeS<! 
X.rays. 
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1.51. Roentgen (r).4 In the energy range up to 3 Mev 
the ~nternational C?~ission on Radiological Units 6 ha~ 
contIllued the recogllltIOn of the roentgen as a unit of X- and 
gamma-ray quantity with the following definition: 

":r~e roentgen shall be t~e quantity of X- or gamma
radIatIOn such t~at the asso~late~ c?rpuscular emission per 
0.00.1293. g of all' produces, m aIr, IOns carrying 1 electro
statIC umt of quantity of electricity of either sign." 6 

1.52. Safety officer. The individual directly responsible 
for the safety of all persons at an accelerator installation 
This individual ~hou1d have the authority to stop operation~ 
whenever he belIeves. th.at person~ a~e being endangered. 

1.53. Scattered radtatton. RadIatIOn that has been devi
ated in direction dt;ring passage thro~gh matter. It may 
also have been modified by a decrease m energy. It is one 
form of secondary radiation. 

1.54. Secondary protective barriers. Barriers designed to 
reduce the dose rate produced by stray radiation in occupied 
spaces. (See section 1.34.) 

1.t5. Secondary radiation. Radiation (electrons, X-rays, 
gamma rays, or neutrons) produced by the interaction of 
primary radiation with matter. 

1.56. Shall. Indicates necessity in order to meet currently 
accepted standards of protection. 

1.57. Should or is recommended. Indicates advisorv re-
quirements that are to be applied when possible. ~ 

1.58, Stray radiation. Radiation other than that in the 
useful beam. It includes leakage radiation and secondary 
radiation from irradiated objects . 
. 1.59, SI/nchrotron. A device for the acceleration of par

tIcles, o!d~narily electrons, in a circul~r orbit in an increasing 
!llagneUc field by means of an alternatmg electric field applied 
III synchronism with the orbital motion. 

1:6~. Tissue dose. The dose imparted to tissue by ionizing 
radIatIon. 

1.61. Useful beam. That part of the primary radIatIOn tha.t 
passes through the aperture, cone, or other collimator. In 

, See appendix A, The roentgen and radiation units above 2 Mev. 
I See footnote 2. 
• The X·ray output of IIlany circular electron accelerators Is Improperly stated In terms of 

roentgens per mlnnte measured at 1 m from the X·ray target, wben the energy iB above the 
limit at wh!cll the roentgen Is appllcable. The desirable specification of the beam Intensity 
is In terms of the radiation IntenBlty (e. g., in tcnns of watts per square centimeter). This 
quantity can be measured In an absolute manner by a total absorption caloimeter. A 
seoondary-standalll method tbat Is convenient for use in this field Is the measurement of X-ray 
output with a condenser r·meter located at the center of a suitable shell. The quantity 
me.asored hy the r·meter should be expressed In t<>Ims of tlle measured number of electrostatic 
UnIts per cubic centimeter per minute and the.shell material and dimension. The conversion 
01 the number of electrostatic units per cubic centimeter per minute to the unit of watts per 
SQuare centimeter can be accomplished by means oftbe graph In appendllt B tor two secondary 
standards that are In common use. 
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those accelerators on which these devices are not used, the 
useful beam consists of the primarv radiation. 

1.62. Watt. A unit of power ill the cgs system equal to 
10,000,000 (or 107) ergs/sec. The unit is used in this Hand
book in the specification of radiation intensity and dose rates. 

1.63. Work factor. The fraction of the personnel working 
time per week during which an accelerator may be operated 
without expo~ing personnel in a given occupied space to 
weekly radiatlOn levels above those defined as permissible. 
(See maximum permissible dose, section 1.29.) 

1.64. X-rays. Electromagnetic radiations having wave
lengths shorter than 10-6 cm. The X-radiation resulting 
from the interaction of external electrons w-ith the nuclear 
and electronic fields of target atoms is produced by a process 
called bremsstrahlung. It is customary to refer to electro
magnetic radiations originating in atomic nuclei as gamma 
rays. 

'1.65. X-ray apparatus. source of X-rays, its power 
supply and controls, coming \vithin the scope of this Hand
book. 

1.66. X-ray monitor. A device for indicating the X-radia
tion level from an accelerator for purposes of control or 
comparison. Frequently the X-ray monitor consists of an 
ionization chamber and a current-measuring device to 
indicate continuously the average ionization current in the 
chamber gas produced by the action of the X-rays. 

1.67. X-ray target. The structure subjected to bombard
ment by accelerated electrons in an accelerator for the pro
duction of X-rays. 

II. Protection Against Operation Hazards 

2. Electrical Protection 

2.1. Installation. Installation of electrical components of 
accelerators shall comply with the applicable requirements of 
the latest approved edition of the National Electrical Code. 
The National Electrical Code is the standard of the National 
Board of Fire Undenvriters and is approved by the American 
Standards Association. In the following, the term "ap
proved type" refers to approval by the National Board of 
Fire Underwriters. 

2.2. Location. Accelerators shall not be installed or oper
ated in dangerous locations, for example, anesthetic rooms in 
which flammable or explosive gases or dusts may be present 
unless the apparatus is of an approved explosion-proof typ~ 
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or is approved for the location by the authorities having 
jurisdiction. 

2.3. Connection to power mains. (a) A supply of more than 
600 volts between lines or to b'Tound shall not be brought to 
the operator's control desk. 

(b~ Accelerators shall. be provided \vith suitable wiring 
termInals for the connectlOn of conductors of at least the size 
corresponding to the maximum continuous input rating of the 
apparatus and for grounding. Unless the terminals are 
located within the control cabinet or within other enclosures 
they shall be protected with suitably grounded cover-plate~ 
or guards. 

(c) All cords, cables, and external wiring employed for 
supply connections and for connections between compo
nents shall be adequate for the purpose and be maintained 
in good condition. ~)rovision shall be made to protect 
them from mechamcal damage, and those that are likely 
to be exposed to oil or water shall be of an approved type. 

(d). For all s.tationary equipment and for mobile apparatus, 
the dIsconnectIng means may be an approved enclosed switch 
or circuit-breaker. The switch or circuit-breaker shall be 
provided with a means of locking in the "OFF" position to 
prevent l.1llauthorized use of the equipment and shall be 
enclosed m a grounded metal box. The switch or circuit
breaker shall have a pole in each ungrounded conductor. A 
double-pole switch shall be used for direct- and single-phase 
current and a triple pole for three-phase current where none 
of the conductors is grounded. A fuse or circuit-breaker 
protection s~all be provided in each ungrounded conductor. 

(e) The dIsconnecting means shall not be a part of the 
apparatus but should be readily accessible to the operator 
preferably within sight of the control desk. ' 

2.4. Overload protection. There shall be provided an over
load protective device in addition to the fuses. This device 
shall open all ungrounded supply conductors to the magnet 
power circuit, and shall be such that it cannot be held closed 
un~e~ ov.erl,?ad ?onditions. The device shall provide suitable 
POSItIve IndicatlO~ of whether the contactor is open or closed. 

2.5. Oontrol switcM8. (a) The control desk shall contain 
a remotely controlled mainline-switch that will deenergize 
the apparatus. This switch shall break all ungrounded 
conductors of the incoming line. 

(b) Hand or foot switches used to energize the accelerator 
while a person is in the radiation room, shall be so constructed 
that tliey must be held "ON" for operation and return 
automatically to the HOFF" position when pressure is 
removed. 
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(c) No locking device to hold the hand or foot switch in the 
"ON" position shall be permitted. If the switch operatrs 
through a relay, the relay shall open when the switch is 
released. 

(d) Means shall be provided for protection against failure 
of electrical controlling switches used in moving the magnet 
structure and elevating the tables. Positive mechanical 
stops shall provide for stopping all devices that might crush 
the patient or specimen. 

2.6. Electrical components. (a) All components of accel
erators together with the interconnecting wiring shall be of 
approved types complying with such electrical codes as are 
appl'icable. 

(b) Switches, magnetic locks, and other electrical compo
nents comprising electrical interlocks intended to prevent 
access to high-voltage enclosure, and the like shall be of 
approved type. 

2.7. Protection from high-voltage circuits. (a) High-energy 
accelerators, capacitors, and conductors, unless of fully 
enclosed shockproof type, shall be made inaccessible by 
means of insulating enclosures or of grounded metal barriers 
or enclosures. 

(b) Any door, gate, port, or panel permitting ready 
access to the interior of high-voltage enclosures shall be 
provided with reliable interlocks, which shall deenergize the 
primary excitation circuit of the accelerator when they are 
opened. 

(c) There shall be provided within the high-voltage en
closure an emergency switch, by means of whioh a person 
trapped there can prevent the energizing of the high-tension 
transformer. 

(d) Enclosures and barriers for exposed high-voltage 
capacitors or the conductors to such capacitors should have 
in addition to access interlocks, devices so arranged that 
both sides of the high-voltage circuit are automatically 
short circuited and grounded when the door or cover to the 
enclosure is opened. 

(e) All high-voltage capacitors shall be of a type approved 
by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association. 

(f) A grounded metal grid or screen may serve as the pro
tective enclosure for high-voltage circuits, if sufficiently rigid. 

(g) Protective walls of insulating material, including the 
air space between the latter and any high-voltage part, 
shall provide the necessary insulation to withstand twice the 
maximum operating voltage to ground. They shall in no 
case be placed nearer to any high-voltage part than the 
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equivalent needlepoint spark-gap distance, corresponding to 
the maximum operating voltage of the conductor to ground. 

(h) Any high-voltage parts of oil or water coolers shall 
comply with all regulations pertaining to high-voltage 
apparatus. 

(i) All flexible high-voltage shockproof cables shall be 
provided with a metal sheath that is grounded. 

2.8. Grounding. (a) All exposed noncurrent-carrying 
metal parts of accelerators, including protective guards 
barriers, ~nclosures, find shields, shall be permanently 
grounded 10 accordance with the applicable provisions of 
the latest edition of the National Electrical Code. Other 
metal objects in the vicinity of exposed high-voltage parts 
which may become charged by induction, should also b~ 
grounded. 

(b) The high-voltage excitation circuit for the magnet 
sh!111 be grounded. 

3. Warning and Safety Devices 

3.1. General. Equipment shall be fitted with suitable 
safety devices of the latest approved type for covering all 
moving parts of electrical connections that may cause injury 
to the operator. 

3.2. Electrical interlocks. (a) All access-doors to the 
capacitor bank shall be eleetrically interlocked to prevent 
excitation with these doors open. 

(b) A safety seqUf\nce shall be incorporated in control 
circuits to provide for electrical interlocks on all doors or 
passageways leading to the radiation room. 

3.3. Warning hOffl8 and lights. (a) The control panel 
shall be equipped with warning lights indicating "Ready to 
Operate" when all auxiliary circuits, doors, cooling systems 
safety devices, etc., are in proper operating condition. ' 

(b) A warning horn and time-delay circuit should be 
Rutomatically actuated by the magnet 'po,ver switch before 
the magnet can be energized. 

(c) A red light on control panel shall indicate when magnet 
is energized. 

(d) A safety sequence shall be incorporated in the control 
circuit ~o pe:-mit cOIUlection of various warning devices such 
as flashmg lIghts, horns, etc., at strategic places throughout 
the building. 

3.4. Warning signs. At entrances to and within rooms 
that contain radiation sources or radiation generating equip
ment, there shall be prominent signs of the danger of radia.-
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tion. The signs shall refer to automatic visual or audible 
signals that operate when the equipment is energized or 
when. radi~active sO,urces a~e exposed, e. g., "Warning
Flashmg LIghts IndICate HIgh-Energy X-rays Being Gen
erated Within Enclosure." 

4. Operational Precautions 

4.1. All auxiliary circuits shall be automatically timed and 
interlocked to prevent incorrect sequence of operation. 

4.2. During routine donut-replacement, great care should 
be exercised in reassembly of the magnet structure in order to 
prevent donut breakage and possible injury to personnel 
from implosion of the donut. Personnel shall wear glasses 
or goggles during this operation. 

5. First Aid and Fire Protection 

5:1. A supply 9f suitable first-aid and fire-~xtinguishing 
deVIces, and eqUlpment approved for use WIth electrical 
apparatus shall be provided in conspicuous places and be 
appropriately labeled. 

5.2. At the location of above first-aid equipment, instruc
tions should be posted for the proper procedure for washing 
of hands and other parts of the body that may have come in 
contact with the liquid that may be contained in capacitors 
and transformers. Exposure to this liquid may produce 
local skin irritations. 

6. Inspection and Preventive Maintenance 

6.1. Before any accelerator or high-voltage part is touched 
or any electrical enclosure is opened, care shull be taken to 
insure that the apparatus is disconnected from the power line 
and all capacitors discharged and grounded. Before any 
servicing operation is begun, the disconnecting means should 
be secured in the "OFF" position; or, where a plug and 
receptacle ~\e used, th~ plug should be removed by the 
person SerVIelIlg the eqUlpment and should be placed within 
his sight during the service period, if practicable. 

6.2. "'11en the work being done requires more than one 
person, distinct signals shall be given and receipt acknowl
edged before high .. voltage is applied. 

6.3. Periodic inspections should be made of high-voltage 
systems for possible loose connections and parts, faulty 
insulutors, or corona breakdown of high-voltage barriers and 
interlocks. A general inspection of electrical components 
should be made at least every six months. 
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7. Addi tional Precautions 

7.1. Ozone production resulting from electron ionization in 
air. ~ 0 special pr~cautions need be taken to protect against 
breathmg ozone, Slllce the normal precautions required to 
eliminate the radiation hazard from radioactivity in air (see 
section 19.4) would also eliminate the ozone hazard. 

7.2. Noue hazard. Many of the present...day betatrons 
and synchrotrons produce low-frequency noise levels above 
90 db. Personnel exposure of several hours to noise levels 
above 110 db should be regarded as a health hazard and 
should be avoided. 

III. Protection Against Radiation Hazards 

8. Units of Measurement 

TABLE 5. Units for electrons and X -raY8 • 

Unit in use below 2 
Term Recommended unit aboyc 2 Mey Mev b (shOUld not 

be apl)lied above 
2 Mev 

Dose, _____ ••• , .,. ____ . erg per gram (1 erg/g- )1 •• rad) ...... Roentgen. 
Dose rate_._ ••••••••• __ erg per gram ~er second (1 erglg/ Roentgen per 

see= 10-' watt g). second, 
Radlatlon exposure .... watt·second per square centimeter (1 Roentgen. 

Radiation intensity •••• 
watt-sec/em'-lO' ergs/em'). 

watt per square centimeter (1 watt! 
~----- -- -------- ~ ...... 

cw'-lO' ergs/cm'/sec). 
L 

• See appendix A, The roentgen and radlatlon units above 2 Mev. 
b The International Commission on Radiological Units has recommended the use o( the 

roentgen up to 3 Mev. '1'0 be consistent wltb tbe coverage Intended (or this Handbook thll 
energy value used in this table is 2 Mev rather tban 3 Mev. • 

9. Methods of Measurement 

9.1. X-rays. (a) Beam intensity. The calorimetric method 7 

is recommended as the standard laboratory method of meas
uring the X-ray beam intensity in the region from ~ to 100 
Mey .. Th~s me~hod determines as directly as possible the 
radIatIOn mtenslty (watts per square centimeter) in the 
beam at the point in question. In this method a beam of 
known cross section is absorbed, and the energy content of 
th.e beam, which is integrated .over a given time, is deter
mllled from the temperature nse of the absorber, making 
proper correction for the energy escaping in any form from 

, See appendix C. Calorimetric metbod o( deoorm1nlng X·my intensities 
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the absorber. It is not practical for general use because of 
the skill and technique required in the application of the 
method. 

Secondary standards are recommended for use where 
great accuracy is not required. Ionization chambers may 
be used as secondarv standards of measurement. The 
secondary standard for which data are provided in this 
Handbook is the 25-1' condenser r-meter chamber inserted 
in an 11.5-cm cube of Lucite.s 

(b) Dose. There is no adopted standard method of de
termining the dose imparted to a medium by X-rays. 

Howenr, dose can be measured conveniently by an ioniza
tion chamber inserted into a cavity in the medium at the 
point where the dose is to be measllred. From the Bragg
Gray theory it can be shown that the dose in ergs per gram 
in tissue or similar materials (e.g., water or Lucite) of den
sity 1 g/cm3 is given approximately by (ergs/gram) =93 J 
(esu/cm3), where J is the ionization measured in an air cavity 
located at the point of interest,9 and Eabe is the energy 
absorbed. 

9.2. Eleciron8. (a) Electron-beam flux or current. The 
uee of a deep Faraday cfige mounted in a high vacuum is 
recommended as the standard method for measuring elec
tron-beam currents. The electron current flowing from the 
cage to an electrical ground can be measured in a standard 
manner. This current measures the current in a high
energy electron beam directly if the proper precautions in 
the construction of the cage have been taken. 

A method of greater convenience but less certainty than 
the Furuduy cuge is the use of pfirnllel-plate ionization 
chambers that ure oriented ,vith their plates parallel to the 
electron-beam direction. The current in the electron beam 
may be obtained from the ionization current measured and 
the- number of ion pairs that are produced by the electrons 
per centimeter of effective path. 

(b) Dose. Thimble-type ionization chambers are sug
gested for this measurement Ulltil a primary standard method 
can be defined. 1o 

9.3. Nentron finx density. (a) Recommendations regard
ing standard and secondary-standard methods for neutron 
measurements will be given in a future report. 11 The neutron 

I Soo appendix B. Secondary standards lor measuring X·ray intenSities. 
I See appendix D. Determination 01 the dose produced in a medium by X-rays. 
• 0 See description In appendix D of a method 01 measuring dose. This method lor X·rays 

can be applied to electrons. However. It should be stated that an energy-dependent chamber 
will not yield an accurate depth-dose cur.e for electrons unless It is callbrnted lor electrons 
01 the energy distribution existing at each point along the curve. 

II Nelltron recommendations are being prepared by the National Committee on Radls.
tlon Protection, Subcommittee 4,deslgnated to Investigate heavy particles (neutrons, protons, 
and heavier). 
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recommendations insofar as they apply to radiation protec
tion measurements with a circular electron accelerator, are 
incorporated in the suggested methods listed in section V. 

(b) The methods to be applied to neutron measurements 
shall interpret neutron flux densities in terms of at least the 
three lowest energy classifications.12 

9.4. General. In the evaluation of X-ray, electron, and 
neutron intensities according to the specific methods listed 
in section V, these procedures should be followed: 

(a) Each instrument should be periodically calibrated. 
(b) :\fore than one measurement should be employed, 

when possible and practical. 
(c) A qualified expert should be consulted in order to 

evaluate the limitations of each method and to advise on 
calibration procedures. 

10. Methods of Protection 

10.1. X-rays. (a) Space and distance considerations. 
The X-ray beam direction should be restricted wherever 
possible in order to take advantage of the fact that high
energy X-rays are produced within a fairly narrow cone and 
that secondary products of high-energy radiations are 
projected mostly in the forward direction. 

The distance of personnel from the X-ray target of an 
accelerator should be made as great as possible in oroer to 
take advantage of the reduction of the primary-beam 
intensity with distance and thus to reduce the required 
thickness of the protective barriers. The primary-beam 
intensity in any direction is approximately inversely pro
portional to the square of distance to the target. 

(b) Practical protective materials. 13 Concrete is recom
mended as the best choice for permanent installations. 
Where space is at a premium and greater attenuation than 
that afforded by ordinary concrete is necessary, the concrete 
may be loaded with uniformly distributed material of high 
atomic number (e. g., scrap steel, iron ore, and barium rock).14 

(c) Thickness of shield required. Shield thicknesses can 
be computed according to the method outlined in appendix 1. 

10.2. Electrons. (a) Materials used for shielding of 
accelerators producing free beams of electrons should be of 
low atomic number to minimize the production of X-rays. 

11 See tableS, Neutron energy classification, p.4 . 
"See appendix F. Theoreticsl half·value layers of various materials lor 7.5-Mev X-ray 

photons. 
"Too few experimental data are available on combinations of shielding materials to suggest 

more efficient and economIcal shields. However, to II first approximation the relative thick-
nesses required of different materials be obtained from the Inverse ratio of the mean 
absorption ooof!\olents. See appendix X-ray absorption coefficients for monoenergetic 
X-rays. 
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Concrete is recommended, from the standpoint of economy, 
efficiency, and structural adaptability. 

(b) No specific recommendations are made for shielding 
against electron beams. However, the shielding of an 
accelerator used as an X-ray machine will be adequate for 
that accelerator when it is used as a generator of an electron 
beam if primary X-ray protective barriers are provided in 
all directions. 

10.3. Neutrons. Hydrogenous materials are usually the 
most practical neutron shields. Concrete is recommended 
because it contains a good of hydrogen and is 
frequently used for X-ray shielding. Shielding against 
X-rays is of primary importance and neutron shielding is 
uSWJily of secondary importance at an accelerator installation 
that jalls within the scope oj this Handbook. 

IV. Installations 1/) 

11. Structural Details 

11.1. Primary protective barriers shall be provided for 
any area exposed to the primary beam. Adequate shielding 
at the highest operating energy of the accelerator will 
generally be more than adequate at lower energies. 

11.2. The required thickness of the primary protective 
barrier should be determined from table 12 of appendix I, 
together with the accompanying explanation. 

11.3. The degree of attenuation offered by the barrier 
should be at least equal to that of the barrier indicated in 
table 12. 

11.4. The data in table 12 are based on a concrete density 
of 147 Ib/ft3

• If the density is different from this value, the 
barrier thicknesses shall be increased or decreased in inverse 
proportion. 

11.5. The shielding on the door to the 
radiation room can be by putting the door at the 
control-room end of a maze leading to the radiation room. 

11.6. The area containing the accelerator controls should 
be separate from the radiation room. 

11. 7. Holes in the barrier for pi pes, conduits, and louvers 
shall be provided with baffles, so that the radiation trans
mitted through them does not exceed that transmitted 
through the surrounding barrier. 

11.8. Windows and doors shall offer the same degree of 
attenuation as that required of the barrier in which they 
are located. 

II Sample computations on Installations and barriers for X·rays up to 2 Mev are described 
In National Bureau of Standards Handbook 50, X·ray protection design. 
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11.9. Lead, if it is necessary in such str~lCtu~es as doors, 
shall be mounted in such a manner that It will not creep 
because of its own weight. It shall be protected against 
mechanical 

11.10. Welded or burned lead seams are permissible, 
provided that lead equivalent of the seams is at least as 
large as that required of the lead ~heet. . . 

11.1l. At joints between dlfferent prot~ctlve barriers 
the overlap shall be at least as great as the thICkness of the 
thicker 

12. Layout Plans 

I 12.1. Location of radiation rooms. The cost of radiation 
protection for a high-energy X-ray installation depends to a 
large extent upon th~ occupancy of surrounding area~. 
Therefore the installatIOn should be located as far as practI
cable fro~ other occupied regions. If the useful beam is 
directed frequently toward the floor, the installations should 
preferably be located on tbe bot~0Il!- floor with the ~arth 
directly b(?low the floor of the radIatIOn room. By usmg a 
one-storv building, the protection requirements are further 
reduced -by minimizing the need for shielding of the ceiling of 
the radiation room, providing the scattering over the wall 
is insignificant. Further economy may be attained by re
stricting the orientation of the beam. 

If possible, all personnel should be stationed at a consider
able distance from the X-ray target and in directions at large 
angles with the useful beam. If this is done, less structural 
protection will be required, because the primary radiation.in 
these directions is lower in intensity and the scattered radia
tion, in most instances, is less penetrating thun in it, more for
ward direction. Advantage should be taken also of the shield
ing afforded by the iron magnet structure of a circular 
electron accelerator. 

12.2. The radiation emitted in a backward direction from 
the shall be regarded for protection purposes as 

radiation originating in the X-my target with the 
same quality as that in the concentrat(?d beam emitted in the 
forward direction. The backward beam shall be assumed to 
be a percentage 15 of the forward beam. '1'his percentage 
must be defined for each type or model of accelerator operat-

at a intensity and peak energy. 
an accelerator with restricted beam directions, 

considerable saving in structural shielding requirements can 

,t A typical "alue of the ratio of back·beam intensity to forward·beam tnt~nslty of 1 percent 
bas been obtained for" 22-:\fev betatron operating wlth 2 mllliwatts!cm' In the forward beam 
at I m from the target. 
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be ~btained by enclosing the accelerator with a shielding 
barner close to the !llagne~ a~~ provided. wi th a small aper
ture; thereby practIcally limltlllg the prImary radiation to 
the useful beam. 

12.4. All wall, floor, and ceiling areas that can be exposed to 
the useful beam shall be provided with primary barriersY 

12.5. The .fact<,>rs to be applied in using table 12 shall be 
those resultmg III the greatest barrier thickness for anv 
operat~ng cO~ldition. By "operating condition" is understood 
any OrIentatIOn of the useful beam, any target distance, and 
d.egree of occu~ancy that may apply during the normal opera
tIOn of the eqUIpment. 

. 12.6. AJJ WillI! floor, and ceiling areas not provided with 
prImary protectlYe barriers shall be shielded with secondary 
protective. barriers. The seco~dar'Y barrier shall be of thick
ness suffiClent to reduce the dIrect and scattered radiation in 
occupied spaces below maximum permissible levels. IS 

13. Special Requirements for Medical Installations 

13.1. Means shall be provided for the continuous observa
tion of the patient during treatment. 

13.2. Obs.ervation \\~ind-owsJ periscopes, or similar arrange
ments provl~ed Jor tIllS purpose shall give at least the same 
degree of shIeldlllg as that required of the barriers in which 
they are located. 

13.3. The ohservation \vindow shall be so located that it 
cannot be exposed to the useful beam. 

13.4. A wall or barrier that is sufficient to reduce the 
leakage radiation to 0.1 percent of the useful beam shall be 
between the accelemtor and the pntient. Both measurements 
shall be mnde at the target-to-patient distnnce. 

13.5. Permanent diaphragms used for collimatinO' the useful 
be~m . shall pro~ide the same degree of protection as the 
sl,lIeldmg wall Just described. Adjustable beam-defining 
dlaphrag,?s shall prevent transmission of more than 5 percent 
of the prImary X-ray intensity outside of the useful beam 

13.6. All linear and anb'1llar adjustments of tbe accelerato; 
magnet shall be provided with mechanical locking devices to 
prevent shifting during treatment. 

13.7. An ionization chamber fixed in or near the useful 
beam should be provided to indicate either radiation inten
sity, or total radiation exposure. A reliable check of the 

" The thickness of such burrlers may be zero If the distance to the ocmpled areas Is sufficlenl 
to reduce the nposure below the permissible level. 

Ii At the time of printing, no data are avaUable on seconde.r:y protectIve barriers. 
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monitor equipment by an independent standard ionization 
chamber should be made before each treatment day. 

13.8. The exposure control shall be provided with a means 
to terminate the exposure after a preset time or exposure. 

14. Special Requirements for Industrial Installations 

14.1. A shielding barrier attached to the accelerator, or 
close to it, should be used where practical. 

14.2. The orientation of the X-ray beam should be re
stricted as much as possible . 

14.3. The useful beam should be so directed that it must 
be scattered at least twice before it can go through openings 
in secondary protective barriers. 

14.4. Solid concrete blocks may be used for barriers pro
vided the blocks are so stacked that no continuous crack 
extends through more than 50 percent of the barrier. In the 
useful beam no continuous crack should extend through more 
than 25 percent of the barrier. 

14.5. Consideration should be given to the protection of 
crane operators and other workers who may occasionally be 
!ocated directly above the .radia.tion room. ~s an example, 
mterlocks should be prOVIded III order to lImit the crane 
operation to locations shown safe by a radiation survey. 

15. Special Requirements for Research Installations 

15.1. Research installations may be operated without the 
dpgree of shielding required for a medical or industrial 
installation, pr01Jided: 

(a) The average weekly exposure to radiation in occupied 
surrounding areas does not produce a dose in 1 week that 
exceeds one-half the permissible value listed in table 1, page 
4. The low dose can result either from personnel spending 
short times in the specified areas or from a small work 
factor of the accelerator. 

(b) All persons in the neighborhood of the equipment carry 
pocket dosimeters, ionization chambers, or film badges. . 

(c) A record is kept of the operation of the equipment, 
including the direction of the beam. 

(d) A diagram is posted at the control desk that clearly 
indicates the accelerator, protective barriers, and occupied 
areas. The radiation levels should be given at representative 
points for the highest anticipated output of the accelerator. 

III 
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v. Surveys 10 

16. Responsibility and Time of Survey 

16.1. Routine operation of the accelerator shall be deferred 
until the complete survey has been made and the installation 
has been declared in compliance with the recommendations 
presented in this Handbook. 

16.2. A qualified expert shall conduct the survey, and shall 
make a complete report of its results, as described below, to 
the official responsible for the installation. 

17. Radiations to be Measured 

17.1. The sllrvey should include determinations of the dis
tributions and magnitudes of the following quantities unless 
otherwise decided by the qualified expert: 

(a) Useful beam within the radiation room. 
(b) For medical installations only, leakage and scattered 

beams (including X-rays, neutrons, and ionizing radiations~ 
within the radiation room. 

(c) Dose rates in all occupied areas. 
(d) Radioactivity in the radiation room. 

18. Characteristics of Acceptable Instruments 20 

18.1. In general, Geiger-Muller counter instruments should 
not be employed in surveying occupied areas, because they 
are not capable of measuring the high instantaneous radiation 
fluxes obtained from circular electron accelerators. 

18.2. Ionization chambers, which measure the average 
current or total charge collected during exposure, are ac
ceptable instruments provided their linearity, correction for 
ion recombination losses, and calibration have been estab
lished. The instruments shall be tested at the high instan
taneous radiation fluxes obtained from circular electron 
accelerators. 

18.3. Photograplric film is a suitable substitute for 
ionization chambers, provided it is properly processed and 
calibrated. 

18.4. The detection of high-energy X-rays by the pro
duction of radioactivity (photonuclear reaction) is not 
recommended for a protection survey because of its low 
sensitivity. 

" Surveys in this section include c1pctrical. mecbanical. and noise surveys as well as the 
radiation surVey at an accelrrator installa.tion. 

II Sec Nation;;'! Bureau of Standards Handbook .11, Radiological monitoring metbods and 
instrument •. 
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18.5. All survey instruments or films that are being used 
to determine the dose produced by X-rays and electrons 
on the outside of protective barriers should be covered with 
a thick shell of Lucite (5 cm of Lucite is recommended). 
Surveys should be made with and without the shell. 

18.6. Neutron detection methods are numerous.ll The 
followinty are the methods that are considered the most 
acceptable when properly applied: 22 

., 

(a) Slow-neutron detection. (1) Pulse countIng 23 WIth 
proportional BF. counters by means of the BlO(n,a)LF 
reaction. 

Xote: (a) Counter walls should be essentially trl!.Mparent 
to neutrons. 

(b) Bio-enriched BFI can be employed to increase 8en~itivity. 
(c) The response to neutrons above 0.5 ev should be cl!tab

lished bv placin!l, a O.030-in. cadmium shiekl around the counter. 
Such a shield will eliminate nearly all neutrons below this energy. 

(2) Balanced-ionization-chamber method to eliminate the 
effect of stray radiation and to avoid the basic objection 
to the use of a counter (see section 18.1). One chamber is 
filled with BFa and the other with argon. This method 
can be applied to measure slow-neutron flux densities from 
10 to 104 neutrons/cm2/sec.24 

(b) Intermediate-neutron detection. (1) A paraffin moder
ator placed around the slow-neutron proportional counter, 
ionization chamber, or appropriate foil will reduce the 
incident energy of the intermediate neutron so that the 
resulta.nt slow neutrons can be measured. 

(2) Cadmium shields outside the paraffin moderator can 
be used to eliminate the neutrons that were originally slow. 

(c) Fast-neutron detection. (1) Proportional counter and 
twin ioniza.tion chambers using methane filling in place of 
BFa filling are useful because they have no directional 
characteristics. 

(2) <lTissue equivalent" proportional cOlmters 2.5 dis
criminate against low values of X-ray intensities, but have 
the usual directional characteristics, 

II See B.l. Moyer Survey methods lor neutron Ilelds. UCRL 1694, Feb. 19&2; B.l. Moyer, 
Survey methods lor iMt e.nd high-energy neutrons. NucleoniCS n. No.5, p. 14 (19.'52); and H. H. 
Rossi. Status or neutron dosimetry, Nucleonics". No.9, p. 26 (1952). 

.. The d_ of acceptabUlty of the method~ available depends to a large e~tent on the 
nentron energy MIIlge in question, the compleXity or the neutron energy distrtbution, and 
the technique used In making the measurement. For accelerator measurements, where 
tbe pulsed nature of the X·rays and tbe complication of stray X ·rays influencing the neutron 
measurement are unavoidable. the two simplest metbods are the use or calibrated ro!!s of 
Indium Or rhodium and the nuclear·plate technIque or detecting recoil protons. However, 
both tbese methods. although simple in principle. are d!fficult to calIbrate accurately .. 

.. Tbe moderation (slowing-down) time or neutrons IS several mICroseconds. Tbl!l long 
time prevents tbe pileup or neutron counts and helps overcome the objection to a neutron 
pulse counwr. which is tbe ""Ine as tbat of a Geiger·Milller counter in tbis respect (see section 
18.1). 

I< See footnote 2l. 
t. See G. S, Hurst. R. H. Rltcble, and H. N. Wilsou, A count·rate method or mea.mring fallt 

neutron tissue dose, Rev. ScI. wtr. n. 981 (1951). 
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·1 
~ 1. Survey Procedure 

19.1. Electrical. Mechanical, and Noise Hazards 

The survey should ascertain whether adequate protection 
is provided l1f!'ainst electrical. mechanical, and noise hazards, 
as recommended in section II. 

19.2. Primary Beam 

(a) X-rays. (1 ') The useful beam shall be located and 
measurE'd in a standllrdizpd mannpr.

25 
27 

(2) The beam position 28 and intensity 29 should be meas-
ured in any case and if practical should be measured at the 
accelerator operating energies of maximum output. 

(3) The possibility of stray beams arising from portions 
of the accelerator tube other than the intended target should 
be investigated. (4) Radiographic or ionization methods should be em-
ployed to survey the entire orbit plane of the accelerator, 30 

the latter being operated at its highest practical output. If 
practical, this should be repeated at several operating-energy 

settings. (b) Electrons. (1) The electron-beam intensity should 
be evaluated as discussed in section 9.2. 

(2) Machines generating an emergent primary electron-
beam produce considerable X-radiation. Therefore, the 
X-ray-beam locati.on 31 and intensity 32 should be determined 
in addition to the location and intensity of the electron beam. 

19,3. Re~ions Outside Protective Barriers 

(a) X-rays. (1) The stray radiation for regions outside 
protective barriers shall be measured for all accessible 
areas with the accelerator operated at its highest prac
ticable output. If the accelerator magnet is mobile, the 

to The X.ray beam can be located by radlo!/Taphic proCO'ldure, ~mploying l~d Intensifying 
screens. Alt~rnath'e,ly, one may emp\oyan array of pocket.type oondenser r·meter chambers 
e1posed simultanrously; or an \onl."tion chamber monnted on a travellng carriage that can 
be remotely positioned; or equivalent means. ,. No standard Instrument Is generally available that wUl give directly the energy tlO1 
density In tbe primary X-ray beam (see section 9, Metbods of measnrement). A simple 
practical appro11matlon to this Quantlty can be obtained by the use of II conden!!!'r r·meter 
chamber callhrated to read .su/cm' and surrounded by a suitable shell. This should be 
plaood In the primary beam at a sufficient distance from the target to Insure practically unl· 
form Irradiation of at least twi"" tbe ma1imum dimension of the chamber. The ""ding of 
tbe r.meter, which will be called the esu/cml , divided by e1posure time In seconds give. " 
figure tbat 15 proportional to the primary beam Intensity. The approximate relationship 
between tbe condenser r.meter cbamber reading and the radiation exposure (inteneityx

time
) 

B8 a function of X.my energy Is given in appendix I3 for two secondary standardS that are In 
common use. These are a condenser r-meter chamber (1) mounted at tbe e<>nter of" l1.5-cm 
cube of I,uelte and (2) mounted at tbe center of a ;fl-In.·thlck cap of lead. Reference should 
be made to S<'ction HI. Protection against radlation hazsrdl!. 

" See footnote 26. 
.. See footnote '!i. II The orbit plane of tbe acC>'lrrator is assumed to be the same as the median plane of the 

donut. 
3l See footnote 26. 
IS Soo footn()te '!i. 
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stray radiation should be III ' . d f positions. eaSille or all representative 

Io~r~aJ!~_~h~~E~~er~~~t~ge~ ~.~rcti01JlI9:2h(a) is applicable. 
Lucite shell a~ tl' 1m 1. 1 an Wit out 33 the thick 

d Th 
HC ess IS recommended) 1 .ld b 

rna e. e readin(ys sholud b d t 'd S lOlu e 
outside of the protective barrip/ errmne. as close to the 
should be made to section 18 5 ~ d afs pOSSIble, (Reference 

(
3) Th' . aiL ootnote 42 ) 

e prImary-beam intensity sh II b . 
reported alonO' with the stray rad' t' a e measured and 

(4) 1
) . 0 •• . Ia lOll. 
.ate-mdlcatillO' ioniz f ' 

for establishing the" stray ar~d~atl!1stndl~nte~bts ~re suit,able 
However se '1 ,IOn IS n u lIOn rapIdly 
shall be dheck~d\;'~i~~~~~I~f~IVte po~~ts ?n .this distribuli01~ 
or photogrn.phic film' ill egm mg IOIlIzation chamber;; 

(~) 'I'h ' sca~ dra\~i~~r~;~hr:~~;~e~l"all ~e repOl't~d in the form of a 
protective barriers and oc ed ~Ida, ShOW'lUg tl~e accelerator, 
tion levels are givdn at re ~~l?le ll:r~I1S ~n whIch the :adia
practicable output of tl p :;elntatl\ e POlIltS for the hIghest _ . Ie acce erato l' 

~6~ '\ here radiation le\-eI8 e - ., d' tl ., 
IIllsslhle leY(~ls the SOUl'('e f tl~c\:e . l~ 1 ecommellded per-
mined and th' 'l T' 0 e radIO. tlOn should be deter 
investigated e II?OSSI ).1 llty: of adrlitionul shieldinO' should b~ 
1 

. speCLll CIrcumstanceI'< pred d th' 1 -
t 1(' area in question shall be lainl ~ .~ d' u e IS reme( y, 
and. warning signs should be Perec Y 1Il lcated on th~l report 
maXllnurn weeklv period perm' 'b\e~ that state plamly the 

(7) The report shall indud > ISS1 e or occupan~y. 
employed, date of the sur~Te e ~ statemeIl~ of the lIls~rumcnLs 
ment of the protection if an~'w:cofnrneIl(btlOns for Improve-
11 signed statement by th ' :re oUIld to be necessary, and 
installation is or is not i qh~hfie~ ~xpert as to whether the 
code. ' , n IS opmlOn, complinnt with the 

(8) The should in 1 d an object that a reciabl e, measurements r:-wde with 
placed in the primar/beam Th1ze 

a?d absorptIve power 
~e typical of those llkel to' IS obJ?ct shoul~ preferably 
m routine use of the Yl be placed III the pnmary beam 
by the object raises ~h: ~~dl~~:o Ifl t~lel s(;attel'ingyroduced I n e, e s 1Il OCCUPIed areas, 

33 The ionL:n.t iou n'uJliug with 'J' . - . ~:e tr~ading without tho Lucite ,t~i!'~,'i;(:;:Cth~~~~te tlH'1l is l,'xpoctod to Lo ~1I~htly I.!ss than 
t"" 0 e~tlye tx~rnl'r. " ",ill cr is C ose to tlw outslde of a (' 'I 

.. 1 he u sdulness or tbo thick low 'J • .oncrLte 
mended) Is apparent from the fuct ti; tiHn'~'-r!llmber wall material (.) om of 
beam Intensit vas d(lscribt'd in f a 118 IllStrUIDent can be used to 
same instrument will r('c~)rd e. v~i~~otr t2~: Also. on ~t.e .out~idl' of a 
verted to a d(lst' at the l!osltion Ire llwaSUfed wnlzatWil in 
for ~~e purpo$ps of protection a go~J lC' eus!'}?f U ~oncrcte protect i \'(: 
positIOn in questwn Th' ,apprcJXImailOD of the dose 
lorgs!g flJr 1 esu!om~ of ionb:~ .. ~~~\er('s!on fjfuetgor from the ionizuti,JIl 

. t • et' g. f p. 37.1 
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the higher rl:udill~ should be taken as the radiation level at 
the poi n t sUITl:yed. 

(ll) Elatrolls. ':'lachincs genera dng external electron 
bean~s should be sun-eyed by the same I;('eneral procedure as 
for X-rays. refcrcnce beam intpnsltv shall be the cur
rent of. i)rima:ry electrons, determined by· the methods sug
gested Ul St'ctlOIl III. 

.Yell/rons. (1) The lle'utroll flux densities for at least 
. lo.west rallge'S (see neutron energy dassifi-

<.:atJOll, se<.:tlOn 1 be measured:>:; for all a<.:c('ssible 
areas with the accelerator operated at highest practicable 
output. 

(2) The survey procedlll'l' outlined m section 1()';3 (a) for 
X-rays shall also apply to ncutrons. 

(d) General. If the output intensity of the nl'celemtor is 
by a factor of morc than two, or if the general dis

position of the accelerator is changed apprcci:1bly at any 
timo subsequent to the ori(1'inal surn'", a new sun-e\' shall be 
instituted in onler to insu;e that no JanO'erolls I.:ha11<"0 in the 
radiation pattern has occurred. n '" 

19.4. Additional Radiation Hazards 

In addition to the radiation cxisting within the fI1(liation 
room during normal operation 36 other hazards ma.y exist. 
':'lcasurements should be made in the radiation room in order 
to evaluate the extent of hazards of the following type: 
. (a) Dangerous amounts of radioal.:tiyity that may 
Immediately after ceasing accelerator operationY 

(b) radiation that may be present when the accelera-
tor is operating under abnorrrlal conditions.38 

VI. Working Conditions 
20. Responsibility 

20.1. The of the working conditions of the PPI'SOlUlei 

of a circular electron-accelerutOl: shall he the responsibility 
of the safety offiecl'. 

"See !I<'ction 18.6 for the characterIstIcs ollnstrnments ror illcasuri!lg l1eutron fiLU densities. 
34 Sl:'e section III, ProtE'ction ag,~inst radiation haz~1.rds. 
t7 (a) A per50n f>nt(>r"i.;:1~ (;\'-:H' T;;maininl! In) the rn.dbt10!l room cont(llr.inlZ an aceelerator 

with an rxternal (.J.jl'C't.ron h:~:1::a immp(l1ately after 11 20-rnla ~'XI)OSUre of tbe air to a 50~.\reY' 
electron bt:'am coul f1 rpc~'iy~\ a totti1 dose of the order of 1 rall. 'This dose was c3.\C'ulated by 
assumln~ that a satnrat!on .ctivlty in the air is attained In !>bont 20 mln because the X" iUld 
OU radioactivities han~ a lO~mjn and a. :!~mln haH·Ure j ttlsppcti\'ely. The rll;'t:tron br!l.m cur~ 
rellt that waS assn!lll"i would produce an X-ray beam with an IntensIty of 4 mllliwatts/cm' at 
1 m rrom 80 tungsten target. 

(b) Magnet componl'nts and particularly the donut In an X-ray betatron or synchrotron 
could be dangerously radlouetive. Tbe crtent or this hazard should be evulu:lted during the 
sun-ey. 

n Eta!llples: (a) Even though the electron ejector Is disconnected during accelerator opera. 
tion, tbe electrons "an stm produce a dan~erom' le •• 1 of radlation. (b) Operation of tb. 
acc.,I.rator and the apparent ellmlnatlon 01 X·ruy production by a rnlsadjustment of the In. 
Jectlon timing may consritute a n"ilation 113zard. 
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:W.2. The safety officer shall be responsible for the instruc
tion of new personnel in safe working practices and in the 
nature of injuries resulting from overexposure. He shall 
also promulgate safety rules for the installation, including 
rcstrictions in operating procedure indicated to be necessary 
by the radiation survey (see section 21). 

20.:3. new employee shall be required to familiarize 
himself with those scctions of this Handbook selected by the 
safety officer as pertinent to his job, and sign 0. statement to 
this effect. This statement should be kept by the safety 
officer. 

20.4. Extreme care shouhl be takcn to prevent unnecessary 
exposure and the misuse or intentional omission of protective 
devices. 

21. Personnel Monitoring 

21.1. Linless the qualified c)"'Pert decides otherwise, the 
oRker shall require that all personnel associated w1th 

the operatioll of an accelerator shall be continuously moni
tored individually for identification of any overexposure and 
indication of any remediall1ction necessary. 

21.2. The personnel monitoring 3~ data shall be retained in 
a permanent record by the safety officer and should be 
available for examination all personnel. 

21.3. Either a single film badge 40 or two pocket meters, 41 

or bot h, 42 should be used in monitoring personnel. 
21.4_ A portahle ionization-chamber-type survey meter 

should be available at all times the operation of an 

!II The ra~liatiorl rrom eircu1ar electron<j,ccelerator~ C:1n he YNY wen defined and the exposure 
of all contignou;<; are8~ unclPf any condition or orientation of the acceh~rfi.tor can blj accurately 
preuict~d. Accordin;;ly. the con:;tructlo!1 prccr\utlons, t{l:!ethrr with thr prl'lfrninary survey! 
diseusSf.>d ine::trUpr 9«l-ctions, should make It poc;sl hie to de5.:1c thus!' 3ft'S:: in which no p('rsonnel 
should be pre3rnt during operations of the accelerator. :\fajqr n'l'anc€> for personnel proteo
tlon sbou11 rest on sur:h provi-gtons and not on personn('l monitQrill:!'. 

40 Film bad!!ps- prvvitll? an effective and ('onv(,lHcnt rnrthnd of rnnnftorjn~ the approximate 
!nte~ml (\o,e rel,e!\,ed by an !ndlv!dualln a gin'" time interval. An efTe"Uvo syste'" is one 
tn v:;hich rach staff membr,r wea.rs H suitably callhrat(>li photographic do:::lmeter during each 
working dav of 1 W';~{'k and exchull!'!0s the tilm for a new' on.e at tIl',' bc:,;inllillg of each week. 
The tnteg:nl1 dC/Sf> n~ce1Y~ed on the film during the w6f1k then h'.: eva.lu:ltFd frum density 
nlp~<:;urprnents on ths exp0S<:1d fUm emulSion. Grea.t e:1re neces~:;ary in tlii: hllndIinr.:, dpvel· 
OPing, and dcn:;lt.ometry of ~lms u~ed (or ttl!") purpose, Proee3~ control films should he 
proc(,~st1(l ;;imuitane.ously with the personnel films. Commercial ftlmwmv1i?~ servlcp 1s now 
avaH:1blt', A limitation InllPrt'nt in the crmventiorml photographic methu(j 1'1 that the dose 
received durio~ any week Is not known until a few day' "fter the terrnil1~tion of that particular 
week:. For rOllUll(! use of an accelerator in which ~ll proceoUff:'S ha~e been standardized, 
this limit:itlOa Is not a serious dlsf\,dvantage. Heii;~r{'nce should be mane to: ::\1. Ehrlich 
and S. fI. Fitch. Photographic X- and ~amm"-r"y dosimetry. ),'ncleonlcs t, 1"0.3, p. 6 (1951) 
and a ),'otlonal Bureau of Standards Handbook, Photographic dOSimetry (In preparation) 
by ),1. EhrHch. 

., Various types of pocket motet' are now commercially a1i'8n~bJe. A useful type Is the 
se](·readln~ meter. which consists of a condenser ionizatlon'ch"", brr. together with an optical 
system scale, and self·contalned electroscope. Tbis meter Is pen·shaped and Is charged on 
a smaU'battery-operateu charger. The accumulated dose Is read by viewing the SCIlla acainst 
any source of Iigllt. Full·scale sensltlvity Is of tile order of 0.20 r. Such meters sbould be 
made "valh,ble to personn~l when engaged In neW operatIons or on any occasion wboll It I. 
deslr&ble to know tbe accumulated dose during or Imme,itately arter the course of the work. 

.. Hecommendatlons of monitoring procedures specIfically suited for high-energy acx:elerator 
personnel cannot be made at prese;}t. However, In general, the procedures In use at low· 
An.r~y Installations .houl·1 be applicable. 
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accelerator, so that rapid checks for radiation hazards can 
be made. 

22. Health 

22.1. The safety officer shall be responsible for the 
protection of personnel ageinst radiation and electrical 
injuries and for the enforcement of the follo\ving regulations 
for all employees. 

22.2. Preemployment examination. 
(a) The safety officer shall keep as a record the preemploy

ment examiIilltion report of each one of the accelerator 
personnel. 

(b) The preemployment examination shall entail an 
occupational history; a description of any unusual radiation 
exposure resulting from previous occupations, diagnostic 
radiographic examinations, or any radiation therapy received 
(including infancy and childhood); a detailed family history 
(for hereditary disease); and a complete physical examina
tion, . inc~uding a routine urinalysis, a chest X-ray, eye 
exarmnatlOn, and a blood count. In tbe case of a married 
individual without children, it is desirable to have a record 
of wh(~tlwr or not the absence of children is dne to contra
~E'ptive measures. 

(c) The eye examination shall pay particular attention to 
the presence of cataracts because the eyes are believed to be 
particularly susceptible to such damage by the fast neutrons 
that are produced by accelerators. 

(d) The sa,(ety officer shall review all reports and take 
action when significant changes are found. When any 
worker exhibits fmy effects attributable to radiation over
exposure, he shall be removed from his job and be placed 
under the care of 3. physicillil. An immediate survey shall 
be made to determine the source or cause of his overexposure. 

22.3. The complete physical examination shall be repeated 
annually. 

22.4. All reports of physical examinations shall become a 
permanent record. 

VII. Appendixes 

Appendix A. The Roentgen and Radiation 
Units Above 2 Mev 

The roentgen ~ (see sections 1.52 and 8), which refers to a 
"quantity of X-radiation," is defined in terms of the energy 

.. L. 8. Taylor and U. Fana, DOMge units for high-energy radIation, Radiology U. :~3 
(1900). 
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transferred from X-rays to ionizing particles in a standard 
mass of air at the point considered. If the ionizing particles 
deposit their energy in the immediate vicinity of the point" 
the quantity of X-radiation in roelltgens is directly propor
tional to the energy absorbed per gram of tbe medium at that 
point. The roentgen is also related to the incident quantity 
of X-rays (i. e., intensityXtime) if the effective absorption 
coefficient is known. Therefore, at ener6ries bE'low about 2 
:\lev, the ro(~ntgen can be used, either to specify the quantity 
of radiation or to specify the eventual energy absorption in 
an irradiated medium. It is a convenient and useful unit 
berAlnse of this dual capability. 

At X-ray enerbries above 2 1fev, the roentgen is not 
recommended for use, either as a unit of X-radiation quantity 
or as a uIli! of dose. 

However, if high-energy X- or gamma-radiation were to 
be measured in roentgens, a measurement, would have to be 
made of the total dose (or ionization) produced by the 
secondary electrons that have originated in 1 ems of air at 
normal tempenl ture and pressure. 

Since the range of the secondaries, e>en in solid materials, 
is so large at eneq;,ries above 2 ~Iev, measurements in roent
gens become meaningless and impractical. As an illustra~ 
tion, the kllO',dedge of the quamtity of high-energy X-TaYs in 
roentgens at a point would f,rlve no clue to the energy absorbed 
ill the medium at that point. 

Conversely, the measurement of dose in roentgens becomes 
increasingly difficult at ener!:,riE's a hove 2 Mev. In order to 
illustrate this difficulty, figure 1 is provided to show the 
principle of electronic equilibrium. By the proper applica
tion of thi.s principle, under certain conditions, the total 
ionization resulting from the secondary electrons produced 
in 1 cm3 of air can be derived from the ionization from elec
trons entering and crossing that same air volume. Thus if 
equilibrium exists it is possible to measure the ioni7.ation 
equiyalent of a roentgen, 

}'lGt7RE l. Conditions for declronic 
eqlliliorillni. 

r-~-~~N1¥OARY -.:.':';~-"~~-, 
: -I::::: -!:::I:! -:--. I L_-= _"':J_:: __ ..L_-' __ J 

VOLUUE fROM ~HICH 
lONIZ ATiON IS COLLEOTED 

ELECTRONIC EO UIL/BR IU M 
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FIGURE 2. Fractional number of 
photons tran8mitted through an 
air wall of thickness equal to the 
maximum range of the secondary 
electron II. 

For electronic equilibrium U to exist it is necessary that 
secondary electrons are produced uniformly throughout .the 
entire volume from which the electrons may reach the cavIty, 
In particular, it is necessary to h~ve the. radiation. intensity 
constant in the wall of the measunng cavIty for a dIstance at 
leas~ equal to the maximum range of the secondary elect~ons. 

FIgure 2 shows the fraction of X-ray photons translmtted 
through a thickness of air equal to the range of an electron 
whose energy equals the photon energyY For electronic 
equilibrium to i~xist, this fraction should ~e 1.0. As, the 
X-ray photon ener:gy in~reases, the fraC~l?n. transmItte~ 
becomes smaller ql1lte rapIdly, so that eqUlI~bnum app~oxl
mations become worse. At 2 Mev the fractIOn transmItted 
is about 96 percent and at 100 Mev it is about 58 percent. 
In actual practice, equilibrium conditions may be somewhat 
better than figure 2 indicates, because of the fact that 
secondary electrons have a distribution in energy ranging 
from zero to approximately the primary photon energy. 

Since the conditions for electronic equilibrium cannot be 
satisfied above about 2 Mev, the primary radiation exposure 
(or quantity) can be obtained from the observed ionization 
only by means of a tedious and uncertain calculation to 
determine the number and energies of the secondaries. 
Even then, the ionization at a given point is a measure of the 
radiation exposure at various positions closer to the source of 
the secondaries. The average position of production of the 
detected secondaries is dependent upon the primary radiation 

It Elp~tronic equilibrium should not be confused with the equilibrium thicb."I1c,s as defined 
in s(>ctlou 1.1(,. p. 2. Thl' rqlllHbriu111 thickness fC((>TS to a maximuIH in the CtlrVP o( ioniza .. 
lion Vf>r!'HJ!'> depth end itl!plicg only that the iOtliurtio71 from secondarif's orilrjnatmg at that 
depth equals the ionization from second"ries stopped at tbat depth. Since the ioniz3tion per 
unit depth produ('{'d.hy low·enpr~y electrl)ns i, bigher than that of high,cf'ergy eketrons. 
tbere arp (pw('r elf'ctrons stoppr·d than arc producpd at the f>QullihriulIl thi('knps~. Then", 
for~, electronic E"f{uiHhrj,l!n Q()f>S not exist. 

u 'tV. BeiO"f, qwmturYt throry of radiation. p. 215. 223 (O}.rord t"nivf';<;ity Prfl~~. 10:V'i). 
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energy and the materiaL The complete solution for the 
measurement of ra(liation exposure in roentgens becomes 
quite complex . 

A more logical approach to the measurement of primary 
X-radiation exposure is the direct measurement of the inci
dent radiation energy per unit area by means of a 
calorimeter.46 

The calorimeter measures the incident energy by recording 
the total energy absorbed. A calculation of the number and 
type of secondaries is unnecessary and the interpretation is 
straightforward. This procedure is recommended. 

Similarly, the more logic..'ll and practical approach to the 
definition and measurement of dose is in terms of the energy 
absorbed at a point in a medium. The absorbed energy in 
ergs per gram can be measured most conveniently and 
accurately at the present time with an ionization chamberY 

Because of the above considerations, the present recom
mendations disregard completely the roentgen. The recom
mended unit of radiation exposure for enerbries between 2 
and 100 Mev is watt-second per square centimeter. The 
recommended unit of radiation intensity is watt per square 
centimeter. The analogous unit for a dose rate is watt 
per gram. The recommended magnitude for the dose-rate 
unit is 1 erg/g/sec. 

A summary of the radiation units and their conversion 
factors is shown in table 6. 

T ABI,E 6. Conversion factors for radiation units.' 

I' -.. To convert from (Al iTo the unit (ill 

! R d' . ! a l&tlOn expo- {8su/cm ....... _ •• _ ........... watt'S<lc/cm' ... 
!U!9 ...... __ ...... watt-scc/cm. ___ ...... ________ erg/em' ....... . 

ell'ective qUliIlta (Q)/cm ..... erg/cm' ...... _. 
Radiation lnten· , 

aity {watt/em .. ___ ..... _ ......... erg/cm'/sea._ .. 
...... - ....... cll'ectivo quanta/am2/mIn .... watt/em' ...... 

Dose .•. --- -... -•.• {;:~t~:secig:::===::::::::::::= :~~)t ::::: :::: 
Dose rate .......... watt/g .... ____ ............... erg/g/sec ..... .. 

• See section 8, Units 01 measurement, tahle 5. 

Multiply (A) by 

h5.7X10-0 
10' 

·1.6XIIJ-'X 
Eo (Mev) 

10' 
2.7XIO-"X 

Eo (Mev) 
100 
107 
10' 

b This specific lactor applies to the csu/em' as measured in an lL5-cm I,ueite euhe with a 
22.5-Mev operating energy. See appendL, B, Secondary standards (or measuring X·ray 
intensities. . 

'See W, Blocker, R. W. Kenney, and W. K. H. Pmofsky, Transition curves of 330·Mev 
bremsstrahlung, Phys. Rev. 79, 419 (1950). 

d See section 1.43. 

<8 Sec appendix C. Calorimetric method of detcnllining X-ray mti'nsitl ... 
" See section 9.1 (h) and appendix D. 
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Appendb: B. Secondary Standards for Measuring 
X-ray Intensities 

One of the simplest ways to measure intensities 
is to observe the ionization produced in a chamber under 
specified conditions. A shell is usually placed around the 
chamber for the purpose of shielding it from lower-energy 
stray radiation. This shell also produces secondary elec
trons, which may contribute the major portion of the ioniza
tion in the chamber. Table 7 lists some of the materials 
that have been used to surround an ion chamber, with 
associated references. In several cases, the response of a 
particular arrangement to X-ray photons has been calculated 
as a function of the X-ray photon energy. These references 
have been labeled with a superscript "a." 

The majority of the literature has reported the use of a 
Victoreen thimble chamber encased in a thick wall of low
atomic-number material. The advantages of this arrange
ment for a material such as Lucite are (1) the ionization 

TABLE 7. Secondary 8tandards 
"' ... 

DescrIption Re(erence 
number 

Wall material: Air 
-------

1. Io~~t~'lab~iJ:.~~.~~~~_~.~I.~~t~~.~.~~.~~~i~r!~.~.h~1 [l'Ij 

Wall materl.a.l: Ahlm.lnum 

1. Cylinder contatn.. an Ion chamber. Ionlzatlon V8. photon energy Is 
[8.~) calculated ............................... _ ••••••••• _ ...... _ ••• _ ••••• 

2. Flat 'on chamber Is placed a.t depth of 6 em in aluminum. IonizatIon 
VB. photon energy is calculated .............. _ ........................ f~ 13) 3. Cube, ~10 em on edge. contains Vlctoreen thimble cila.mber lit center ... 

4. Ionization In a Ilat chamber n. depth In aluminum observed. Integral 
under curve represents total absorbed encri,h_ ........................ [3.16) 

6. Ionization observed in a thin aluminum wall c amber
l 

which transmits 
the entire wteful beam with very small attenus! on. Use(ul!lS a 
continuously recording monitor, but responds to stray radlstion._ [1.11) 

Wall material: Carbon 

1. Ionization observed in a Ilat Ion chamber placed between two CIIrbon 
slabs. each 4.5 em thick. Ionization vs. photon energy Is calculated .• [15.19] 

2. Cylinder contain" an ion chamber, Ionization VB. wall thickness 
[17] ! observed at several energills ................ _ ......................... 

3, Ion chamber placed behind a 4-in. wall. Ionizatlon VB. photon energy 
Is calculated ............ __ ._._ .. __ .. __ ...... _ ••• _ .................... 

!~l 4. Cylinder with 2·in. wall (:ontains a Ylctorecn thimble chamber ....... " 
6. Ionization In a flat chnmber Vg. deg!h in carbon observed. Integral 

[3. 16 under curve represents total aboor d energy .......... __ ............. 

TABLE 7. Secondary standards-Continued 

Description Reference 
number 

Wall material: Copper 

1. Cylinder contains an Ion cbamber. Ionization vs. wall tbickness 
observed at several energies ......•••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••.• _____ • [17) 

2. Ionization in 11 fiat chamber ,·S. depth in copper observed. Integral 
under curve represents total absorbed energy ...... __ ........ __ ...... [3.16] 

WIIllmsterlal: Lead 

1. Cbllnder with Hi·ln. wall. yS·in. outside diameter. a~ In. long witb 
allow hemispherical enrl contains a \'ictorccn thimble chamber. 

There are variations in readings due to looseness of Ilt .. ___ • __ ........ [19J 
2. Cl;,Hnder with ~1i·in. wall. '~·in. outside rliamcter. 4 in. long contains a 

'ictoreen thimble chambc~. Open end permits detection of stray 
radiation. Calculation 01 re"!lon"" to rectangular intensity spectra 
Is made .......................................................... _ .. [2] 

3. Cylinder with ~'·in. wall. ,..in. outside diameter, 2 in. long contains a 
Victoreen thimble cha'1lber .......................... __ ............. [201 4. Cylinder with H·in. wall contains a Victoreen thimble chamber ........ 5, 16, 241 

5. Cylinder contain8 an ion chamber. Ionization VB. wall thickness ob· 
8erved at several energies ....................... __ .................... (17J 

6. Ionization in a flat chamber vs. depth In lead observed. Integra! under 
curve repn'Sents total absorbed energy ............................... (a. 16] 

7. Flat sheet, Hi in. thick. Is plsred in (ront o( Yictoreen thimble chamber. 
This WIIS calibrated against a calorimeter tor 320-Mev X·rays ........ [12] 

Wall material: Lucite 

-
1. Cube contains a Victorcen thimble chamber at depth of 4.13 gfem'. 

Ionization VS. photon energy is calculated ........................... 
m~ 2. II.5-cm cube eontains a Victoreen chamber at centoL .................. 

3. 8-cm cube contains a Vlctorcen thimble chamber at center. This is 
calibrated against a calorimeter lor 22·Mev X·rays ................... (14] 

4. Cylinder. 3H in. diameter and 5Hi in. long. contains a Victoreen thimble 
chamber at centcr .................................... _ .............. [l] 

6. "PlexiglllS" block contains a Victoreen thimble chamber at depth of 
4.2 em............. .. .... !4J 6. Cylinder with 1. 9;,.cm ............ 21] 

Wall material: Magnesium 

1. Cylinder contains an ion chamber. Ionization vs. wall thIckness ob-
served at several energies ..... _ ................. (17) 

Wall matarlal: Water 

1. 80cm cube contains a Vlctoreen thimble chamber a.t center. This Is I 
calibrated against a calorimeter ror 22·Mev X·rllys._ ........... _. ___ [UJ 
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observed is nearly the same as would in tissue 
of comparable dimensions, and (2) the errors introduced by 

to establish true electron equilibrium appendix 
A) at greater than the equilibrium thickness are 

for a material of low atomic number than for one of 
high atomic number. As a result the approximation of 1 
esu/cms of ionization representing one Uroentgen" can be 
used for rough comparison of effeds from low-energy radia
tion (where the "roentgen" is acceptable) and from high
energy radiation. 

In view of the above facts, the KBS hus used It Lucite 
cube, 11.5 cm on an edge, with a 25-1' Vic tore en thimble 
chamber in the center, as a secondary standard for the 
measurement of X-ray intensities. A number of experi
ments have been done with this secondarv standard and 
are summarized below. • 

Figure 3 shows the dimensions of the Lucite shell that 
was used. These dimensions place the chamber at 
the equilibrium thickness only for an spectrum with 
a peak of ahout 27 ~Iev. However, the maxima 
are compromise position a within 
10 of that at the equilibrium 
of ener from 10 to 50 ~Iev, and is over the entire 
range is Handbook if suitable calibration is made. 

For the Victoreen chamber to record 97 of the 
beam the diameter of the beam at l\lev should 
be at least 3 cm. This is shown in figure 4, which gin's a 
plot of the relative ionization observed when a hearn, 2 mm 
wide by 12 mm high, irradiated difIcrent portions of the 
Lucite block. The heam should be deared of electrons of 
energy greater than about 12 Mev, because they may pene
trate the Lucite and produce spurious ionization [1].'s 

A comparison has been made among (a.) a Lax chamber, 
(b) a 25-1' Victoreen thimble chamber placed in an %-in. 
lead cap, and (c) a 25-1' Yictoreen thimble ehamber placed 
at the center of the 11.5-cm Lucite cube [19J. 5 
shows the ratio of their responses as a function of the peak 
energy of the X-ray spectrum. 

FIGURE 3. 
Fictoreen 

This cube can be made from 4 or 5 sbeets 
of Ludte, the specific gravity ofwhicllshould 
be 1.18 to 1.19. The surraces should be wiped 
with ethylene dichlorille and pressed to
gether. 

.. The nnmbers in brackets in appendix B apply to the references Ilsted on p. 34. 
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FIGURE 5. Ratio of the ioniza
tion recorded in var-iO!t3 sec
ondary stannards when trX

posed to X -radiation. 
H~~ in. Pb" [rrers to a 25~r Victoreen 

thimble cbamber phecd in [), lead r,ap )i 
in. thick. .. Lucitc" refers to a 25~r 
Victoreen thimble chnmber plr.ccd in 
the center of a 11.5-cm Lucite cube. 
n L~HH refers to ionization observed in a 
Lax cl1 .. mbcr [15. 19J. 

FIGURE 4. Relative response of a 
25-r Victoreen thimble chamb~r 
in the center of a 11.5-cm Lucite 
cube plotted as a function of its 
position with respect to a beam 
of 48-;~lev X-rays, if! mm wide 
and 12 171m high. 

Thooe data were supplled by 1. McElhinney. 
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FIGURE 6. Radiation intensity necessary to produce 1 esutcm'/min. 
The ionization is measured in an air cavity surrounded in one c,ase by Lucite and In the 

other by lead. The data arc plotter! as a fUllction or the peak enerq' or the X·ray spec
trum from an ncC<)lcrator. The circles represent calculated values, whlCh depend strongly 
on the roentgen interpretation at these energies. Experimental values are also indlcated On 
the diagram. 
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By the 90mbined usc of (a) the ratios in figure 5, (b) 
the theoretlCal response of an ionization chamber in a Lucite 
cu.b~, and (c) an Ilssum~d spectral shape, the number of 
mllhwatts per square centImeter of X-ray intensity necessary 
to produce 1 esu/cm3/min of ionization in the chamber was 
computed and plotted in figure 6. The comparison of the 
LUCIt~ and lead curves with three experimental points is 
also given. 

For a given-energy accelerator, it is often desirable to 
use a Luci te block of such thickness as to place the thimble 
c~amber at the position of maximum ionization. The prin
Cipal reasons for .this selection are to give a large ionization, 
and to have a thIckness great enough to shield the chamber 
from most of the stray electrons accompanying the incident 
X-rays. 
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Appendix C. Calorimetric Method of Determinin~ 
X-ray Intensities 

The calorimetric method has been shown to be applicable 
with high aceuraey to the problem .of determ~ning r~diati0.n 
intensities.49 A lend or other heaVily absorbmg cylInder IS 

placed in the beam of radiation and its temperature com
pared by means of thermoc~mpl~s or thermistors to t~a~ of 
an identical cylinder that IS s}uelded from the radIatIOn. 
Both cylinders arc mounted m evacuated chambers a~d 
every precaution ~s taken to. reduce thermal.10sses by radIa
tion and conductIOn to a mmmlUm. Care IS also taken to 
absorb as large a fraction as possible of the X-ray: beam. 
The absorbing cylinder is made .so .10n~ and of s.uch diameter 
that a negligible amount of radl~tlOIl IS transml~ted through 
the cylinder or is .lost by seattermg out. of ~he sl.des. Back
scattering, which is small at these energI~s, IS .estimated from 
ionization measurements and a correctIOn IS made. Cor
rection is also made for the energy of escaping neutrons. 
Results accurate to 1 or 2 percent are claimed. 

It D. W. Kerst and O. A. Price, Phys. Rey. 7tj 72li (1950); J. 1iJ.1(sughHn snd J. W. Beattie, 
Rev Sci Instr 2%,572 (1951); J. S. I,augblln, . W. Beattie. ". J. Henderson, and R. A. 
Ha.r~ey, ·Am. J: Roentgenol. Radium Therapy Nuclear Med. (In press). 
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Appendix D. Determination of the Dose Produced in 
a Medium by X~rays 

No standardized procedure has been developed for meas
uring the energy imparted to a medium by hi~h-energy 
X-rays. However, application of the Bragg-Gray 0 law will 
provide measurements that are sufficiently accurate for 
protection work. 

The Bragg-Gray theory has shown that the energy im
parted to the gas in a small gas-filled cavity in a medium is 
directly proportional to the energy that would be dissipated 
in the medium at that point in the absence of the cavity. 
This theory results in the relationship 

E _Pmed JW- JUl med--- -P n, 
Pa ... 

(I) 

where Emed is the energy per cubic centimeter that is im
parted to the medium; J is the number of ion pairs per cuhic 
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• See T. J. Wang, Cavity lonl£atlon chamber tor measnrem.ent of absorbed X·radlatlon 
energy. Nucleonl.cs 7, No. 2, P. 611 (l 1160) , for a blbllograpbyanddlscussionofthillrelationsbip. 
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centimeter produced in the gas; W is the average energy 
dissipated per ion pair formed, and can be ~ssumed to be 32.2 
ev per ion pair; P is the ratio of the stOpPIIl~ powers of the 
medium (Pmed in ),lev/cm) and the gas (Pia. m Mev/cm) f?r 
the ionizing particles. lVand p are each known to wlthm 
a few percent for the gases and materials of chief importance t 

and J can be measured to almost any required accuracy. 
Hence, an ionization measurement permits one to calculate 
energy absorption in ergs per gram with an ahsolute error 
that should not exceed 5 percent. 

Figure 7 provides the ratio of stopping powers in ]\Ie~-cm2/g 
for several common materials (see footnote 50). Figure 8 
provides the relationship between ergs per gram in w~ter 
and esulcm3 in air as derived from the Bragg-Gray relatIOn
ship hy'Laughlin.51 The conversion fact.or is plotted as a 
function of primary electron energy and mcludes the effect 
of the associated secondary electrons. 
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This ourve wss obtained from J. 8. Laugblln, et e.l., Radlology't, 1611 (1953) 

"J. S. l,fillghlin. J. O ... "dla, J. W. Beattie, W. J. Hendel'1!On. R. A. Harvey, &nU L. L. 
Haas, Hadlology 6f. 165 (1053). 
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Appendix E. X-ray Absorption Coefficients 
for Monoenergetic X-rays 
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.14l1 .166 .464 .623 1.46.801 .0706 .149 

.118 .136 .366 .422 1.09.800.0676.121 
.0997 .118 .lI21 .370.950.620.0491 .105 
.0801 .091>3.273 .318 .871 .471.0394 .0853 
.0884 .0831.25 I .UZ .871 .474 .0341 .0745 

608 .0787 .23t .281 .e99 .490.0302 .0674 
.232 .275 .93 r .507 .0278 

ALUMINUM 

Appendix F. Theoretical Half-Value Layers of Various 
Materials for 7.5-Mev X-ray Photons 

The half-value layers given in table 8 correspond to an 
ayerage incident energy of i.5 Mev, which corresponds 
approximately to that obtained from a 20-:'\lev betatron. 
They were derived from the absorption coefficients of ap
pendix E and represent the thickness necessary to reduce 
the primarY X-ray intensity to one-half of its initial value . 
They should compare approximately "'\lith the half-value 
layers measured in practice at depths in a substance that are 
greater than the equilibrium thickness in that substance. 
The half-value layers found in practice are known to vsry 
slightly with depth. 

TABLE 8. Theoretical half-value layers of various material.! for 7.5-]fev 
X ora y photons 

:Material Tbiek· 
ness 

in. 
4.1 
4.5 
1.8 
5.0 

Appendix G. Characteristics of the X-radiation 
from a Circular Electron Accelerator 

The X-rays from a circular electron accelerator are pro
duced by the interaction of high-energy monoenergetic 
electrons with Ii target of thickness x cm and atomic number 
Z. The main characteristics of the X-radiation are the 
shape of the X-ray spectra, and the angular distribution of 
the X-ray intensity !1bout the incident electron direction. 

A detailed description of these characteristics is difficult 
and has been the subject of a series of papers. The following 
description, which is intended to provide a ,ery general 
picture of the processes involved in X-ray production in an 
aocelerator, is given in three parts: (1) The X-ray spectra 
shapes to be expected from an accelerator under idealized 
conditions are discussed, (2) the useful concept of radiation
length units is described in order to facilitate an under
standing of the scientific literature relating to X-ray pro
duction, and (3) a summary is given of the available predic
tions on the angular distribution of the X-rays from an 
accelerator target. 
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1. Shape oj the X-ray spectra. An electron of energy Eo 
in traveling through a target will radiate as X-rays a fraction 
of its energy in the distance dx. The average electron
energy loss per centimeter of path is given by 

(2) 

where k is the X-ray photon energy in Mev, !J. is the electron 
rest energy equal to 0.51 :\1ev, N is the number of atoms per 
cubic centimeter, and IP~ is proportional to the probability 
for the emission of an X-ray photon of energy k in range 
d(k/Eo-!J.). 

L. 1. Schiff 52 has derived the expression for IPt, using the 
Bethe-Heitler theory. His result is given approximately 
in the formula 

(3) 

where 
¢=5.7X 10-28Z 2 cm2 • 

Oo=angle between the incoming-electron direction and 
the secondary X-ray direction. 0 is assumed 
small. 

r=[2(1-E) (In a-1)+E2 (In a-1/2)], a quantity pro
portional to the intensity (the number of X-ray 
photon times k) spectrum in the forward direction. 

a (~+ ail 1/2
' 

E=k/Eo• 

=(2Fo)(Eo-k). -B 
a1 !J. k' a2-Z1/3 

The integration over the angle 00 results in an intensity 
spectrum whose shape is very similar (within 10%) to the 
shape of r but whose analytical form is more complicated. 
No detailed experimental or theoretical examination has 
been made of the shapes of the intensity spectra of the X-rays 
from a 100-Mev betatron or svnchrotron. Because no other 
spectrum has been proved to "be more exact, and because of 
the simple form of the forward spectrum (r), the spectra 
obtained from r have been tabulated in this Handbook. 
Table 9 supplies values of Et,rjk for various Eo's. This 

.. L. I. Sohl1f, Phys. Rev. 83,252 (1951). 
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quantity aiyes the relatin X-ray spectrum in terms of 
numbers Sf photons of each photon energy that would be 
radiated per high-energy electron. 

TABLE 9. Relative numbers of photons of variolLs energies t:n terms of 
Bo2r Ik as a function of k 

X~r~l'" Electron rncrf.Y, ro, in )lev 
photo'n I ----------;------;---c------;---
eOl'rgy . 1 1 I : I, \ 

in ~;ev i~I~5~!~~_!-~51j~251 1~51_: J5~! ~G.51 __ 1331 ! ~J.jl 
2. _______ .1 45.3.1 (;9.3 i 131) I ZIlS 1 J'l4 i 418 ! 481 l,i.;I? 700 8S9 
4_. ________ 10.0 21.7.1 .inl 1 oB.2 I, J31l J83 IZl.l ,24~ 31~ 396 
6.. ________ : ______ 1 1. 3" 1 2'2.8 ,In.5 I 74.7 ]1'1, ; 125 _ i 1~; 101 it~ 
8_ ---- ---1------,---.-., J.73 I 2".~: 47.1 71.4 I ~~' I' ~lj~ 1~:" 123 
10.__ _ ____ 1____ --- i ~'1') 2'.0 -i".1 1 ~.,,1 I ,., "." 

. __ --__ ·-_I,-_-__ -----J- 2.47 :n.o! 41.6

1

1 D~.O I ~~.~ ~~:~ 
l·L ____ "_~_ - -1-- :!~4,:.n.7 34.1::~~·3 5S.8 
16_________ I I ___ ~~~~I ___ ~·_:~_: '3:591 40.6 

§L::-:_: , _____ ]------ 1 -----::1 --- --- -- --- - 1-------1---- ---1-----: 3.97 

I 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 -: ,_ 

1
22.51 24.51 i Z5.51 i 26.51 i 2..'1.51 !~ 35.51 I~.:.::=._J~:_J .. ~~=_ 
;--,--,--,----'---, i 1354 14'10 '---9 

2 __________ 1056 11261 ,13',"0 '14S4 11725 '11YS4 12712 ,.5 ! ". ig~~ 
4 ______ . ___ 485 I' 5~3 ·6a5 ,5UO i ~OG 901 jl2.'>4 il(j~~ 12~GO _~3 
6_____ 298 350 i 3~3 'I 428 I ?13 : 5S;j IHll~:: 11~~? ,1, 21 
~ .. _______ 207 ! 251 'T5 1 300 ! .J.:4 I 41~ : 5~7 1 ~ u ,~:~:J !12~3 
10_. _ 154 i 1" I 205 : 226 267 1312 i 4]2 I ,,91' ! ,,,1 ,908 

I I I " 
12 120 i 147 ,liJ2 177 :no ! 24tJ I 349 i 411 611 770 

--------- 96.6' l1U 1132 lH 171 12Gl '2sa j 387 ,,04 633 
~~::::--- .. 78.6 i 98.7 109 12() 143 i 168 i, ;1,05 ~:G 43-0?~ ~~ 
18 _________ 62.6' '2.1 1 91.7 101 122 j 144 _,. 2,9 v 
20 ___ .. ____ .1 43.2; 00.5 76.3 85.9 105 1124 ! 179 243 319 405 

22 _________ 1 4.34 i 47.3! 59.6 70.4 89.8 i 108 1157 214 281 353 
24 ______ ._'. ____ .1 4.72' 34.0 50.6 744 939 1 140 191 2:)1 ~~98 
26 - I _ _ _ 1_ - - - 5.10 54 0 1 78 5 1 125 172 226 
28:::: :::_1: 1-- .. ---- ------ - ------ 5 47 5~.311~! 2 ;~; i~~ ~~ 
30 .. ____ -l- -1------ --- - -- ---- - -- -----I 0.85 ,. I 

~;::::-:-:r-I::::::I:::::::- - --:-: .. :--: -: -:-::::: __ ~~:~_ ~~.5 m ~~~ 

~: ••••••• I •••••• ! •••• • •• 1 •••••••••••••••• 1 •••••••• ! •••••• ·.I ••••••• i •• ;~;i,.I.';:· t·'1 ;~ t, 
Table 9 contlnned on page 42. 
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TABLE 9. Relative numbers of photons of various energies in terms of 
Eo'r Ik as a function of k Con tinued 

Electron energy, E" in ~Ie\' 

238 320 
212 268 
l7n I 262 
13.4 23G 

199 

15.3 

914 
750 
631 
541 
472 

417 
374 
:140 
3ll 
286 

262 
222 

17,1 

530 
474 
429 
392 
361 

335 
312 
287 
245 

19.0 

.. - -------------'------'------

The numbers of X-ray photons from table 9 are plotted 
as curve 1 in figure 10 for a thin tlmgsten (Z=74) target 
as a functi0r;t of k for a betatron operating at an energy of 
16 Mey. Smce the total energy of the electrons in this 
betatron is 16,5 Mev, the maximum value of k is 16 ~lev. 

It should be n~ted that the quantity usually plotted in a 
s~ilndard reference is ~q-,I</Eo~, (which is 8/i.'or / J,L2) as a func-
tIOn of k/(Eo- J,L), TIllS plot IS the intensitv spectrum 
shown as curve 2 of figure 10. • 

2. R~iation-lenpth 11;n-it. A c<?nvenient quantity in X-ray 
theory IS cPrad,. W~lCh IS proportlOnal to the probability of 
energy by radmtIOn, of an electron, per centimeter of path. 
This probability is defined by the equation 

dEo 1 11 (k) --d =.ll1 EocPrJ,d, where cPraIJ= E kq-,,,d -E . 
x :1.,0 0 o-J,L 

(4) 

For high energies q-, .. d is given approximately by cP:'d, where 

(5) 
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FWt'RE 10. X-ray photon spectrum (curve 1) and intensity spectrum 
(curve 2) for thin-targe! X-rays from a 16'-Afev betatron, 

Therefore, for con,enience, assume at all energIes cP,~d= 
Krj>,:d' 'where is a correction factor, which is of the order 
of unity and is very lit,tlc dependent on Z or Eo, as is shown 
in table 10. Then 

where X is a distance measured conyeniently in units of a 
radiation length, X o, where 

1 
Xo= NA.* cm. 

'f"rad 

Hadiation-Icngth lmits in centimeters can be converted to 
grams per squa.re centimeter in order to obtain a smooth 
function of the atomic number. The result, pXo, is plotted 
as a function of the atomic number in figure 11. p is the 
density in grams per cubic centimeter. 
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FIGCRE 11. Radiation lwgths for varia liS materials in grams per square 
centimder a,~ a function of the (ltomic number. 

were taken from w. Heitler, Quantum toeory ofradlatJorl (Onord Cni\'Nsity 
1944), 

TABLE 10. Radiation prob(lbiiity correr/ion factor, K • 

Energy (~fe .. ) 

• J Low'cm. Brit, J. Appl. Phys. 3, 214 (1952); n, Rossi and K, GrciS{'D, Rns, Mod, 
Phys. 2c6 (lY41). 

The usefulness of the radiation-length unit can be appre
c~ated partially from equation 6, which shows that the frac
tlOnal energy lost. by an elec;tron by radiation per radiation 
length of target IS almost mdependent of target material 
and electron energy. 
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3. Angular distribution oj the X-rayintel1sit!/, Schiff 53 

has shown that the angular distribution of X-mys from 
an accelerator target is determined by the multiple scattering 
of the electron beam in the tarcret. Therefore, the energy 
lost by radiation by electrons will appear as photons emitted 
with an angular distribution determined by the electron 
multiple-scattering distribution, R(fJ,A). Thi" ('an be ex
pressed by rewri ting eq ua tion 6 as follovv"s: 

-d EoKdX = Eof R (fJ,A; 21T'edfJdX. (7) 

If one substitutes the appropriate function for H(fJ .. \) Hna 
integrates from X=O to t, then one obtains 

where R(fJ) is the fractional energy radiated lwr unit solid 
angle by electrons throughout the thickness t radiation 
lengths of the tnr&et. 

Lawson 64 and LanzI and Hanson 55 summarizE' the work 
that defines R (8). A convenient formula, by 
~fuirhead, et al,56 is 

R (fJ)=E02K[_E' {_(EOfJ)2 ln (183Z-
113

)} +E' {_(E ofJ)2{] (9) 
440?r l 1510.8t l 1.787;..:25.' 

where E7: is the exponential integral functionY 
duces at fJ=O to the forward intenSIty, Ro) giyen by 

H - 0 Ii I . 0 ,0 E 217[~ { l"'}() 0/ 
0- 440; n ;..:2In(183Z-1/ 3) 

-0.577 } 

re-

(10) 

where E is in ::\1C\', e is in radians, t is in radia.tion lengths 
(t must be .less than 0.1 radiation length to satisfy conditions 
of calculations). 58 

A plot of R(e)/Ro for tungsten (Z=74) for three Utrget 
thicknesses is given in figure 12. These distributions should 
be comparable to those found experimentally, unless, in 
practice, a particular accelerator produces X-rays at several 
operating energies, at parasitic targets, or from multiple 
electron traversals through the X-ray target. 

" L. r. Bchilt. Phys, Re>. 18, 87 (19461. 
" J. D. Lawson. Phil, .\1,,~. U, 306 (19521-
" L. IT, LanzI and A, 0, Hanson. po,s, Ho\', 83 • 
.. l-fuirhotld, Spicer. and Liclltblau, Froc, Ph,s, 
" Exponential integral functions Ei are tabub,tcd 

or Siner Costne. and Exponential Intcgn1lS, \'015. 1 
Ing Omcee, Washington 25, D, C), 

.. See footnote 55. 
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FItn:RE 12. Angular distribution for betatron target ,',:.j,;li"JIl 
target) . 
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Appendix H. Neutron Production Data 

ur.··. 

T_I BLE 11. Com mon photoneutron threshold and data rfrrtrdi"g 
the resulting radioaclit'ilies 

Element:; 

Cn.rbon, C1t ___ ._~~ __ 
~itrogen~ Na._~ _____ _ 
OIygen~ 0 16_"' _____ _ 

::Ila!'Ileslum, 1!g". ___ _ 
AluminUtll, AI27_~ ____ ._ 
Silicon, 81" ________ _ 
IJhospho~us, pu ________ _ 
Sulfm, S". _________ . 
Potas,iUIJl.r, K" ____ _ 
Calcium, C·a.'0~~ __ 
Iron, .E'eM ______ ~ ___ _ 
Copper, COu" _______ _ 
Copper, CU6!~ _____ _ 
Zinc. Zn" __ _ 
Bromine, Br" ____ _ 
Bromine, BrS\w~_&_" 
Selenium, 8e81, ___ • 
Zirconium, Zr" __ _ 
SUver, AglO' ______ _ 
Antimony. Sblll ___ _ 
PraesE'odyrnl111n, Pr14 "i __ _ 

Tantalumr Tam ,. _____ _ 
Gold, Au''' .... 

Tbr,'sbold 

12.3 
1 L ~ 
13. :; 
l:J. 9 
]1 '.; 
Ul.V 
)0.2 

9, ::! 
10.7 
1i\ ::: 
VI 

11 9 
9.5 
9. :'::j 
~. { 

H:~ll"life 

III 
1 m 

;L i'~ :;; 
,,;J m 
1.0 

• These data were obtained from :\'Btional Bureau of Standard. ClreulM ·j\)'d, :-';uclear dat3 
(Sept. 1, 1950) and Supplements 1, ~, and 3. 

b s=~econdg, m=m1nutes, b-hours, d=days. 
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FIGlJRE 13. Neutron yield! in neutrons per mol~ lor 1 roentgen of pri
mary X-ray beam exposure (measured in a thick-walled Victoreen ion
ization chamber). 

The neutron yields are plotted a! a ("nction of the atomic number of tbe JrTadlated material. 
The data IS trom G. A. Price and D. W. Kerst, Pbys. Rev. 77, hIm (1950). Slmllar measurEr 
ments using iiO-Mev X-rays are reported by G. C. Baldwin and F. R. Elder, Phys. Rev. 
78. 16 (1950). 
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FIGURE 14. Neutron yields in neutrons per second per mole for 1 milli
watt per square centimeter of primary beam intensity. 

The neutron yields are plotted as a function of the atomic number of the irradiated materia: 
and were derived from data of O. A. Price and D. W. Kerst, Phys. Rev. 77, 806 (1950). 

Appendix I. Concrete Attenuation Data 

The thickness requirements for concrete protective bar
riers can be computed for the X-rays from an accelerator 
operating in the range from 5 to 100 Mev. These require
ments are deduced from ionization measurements that have 
been made behind various thicknesses of concrete placed in 
the primary X-ray beam from the 50-Mev betatron at the 
National Bureau of Standards. 

The information necessary to compute barrier thicknesses 
on the axis of the accelerator X-ray beam is the maximum 
X-ray beam intensity at 1 m from the X-ray target (in watts 
per square centimeter), the accelerator operating energv, 
and the target-to-occupied-space distance. The procedure 
is then as follows: 
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(1) The X-ray beam intensity at the occupied space can 
be computed from the intensity at 1 m from the target. 
assuming the inverse-square-law decrease of intensity with 
distance ami assuming no intervening barrier. 

(2) The X-ray intensity at the occupied. space and the 
accelerator operating energy define the maxunum dose rate 
(in t'l'gs per (yram per minute) that a person would receive 
in the ~X-mv beam intensity in question. The maximum dose 
rate can be" obtained from figure 16, which supplies the ergs/ 
g/min for 1 'Iuti/cmz of X-ray intensity as a function of con
rrete thicknC'ss and accelerator operating energy. By defin
inO' in this manner the maximum dose rate, one can compute 
th~ maximum dose a person woulll receiYe during a 40-hr 
week behind the barrier and at the position in question. 

The maximum dose rate as obtained above can also be 
compared with the maximum permissible dose rate.69 ThE) 
maximum permissible dose for 1 week is 30 ergs/g. If one 
assumes a 40-hr week and an X-ray-intensity constant in 
time then the maximum permissihle dose rate is approxi
mat~IY 0.0125 erg/p'/min. The concrete-barrier thickness 
that r"educes the d~~~ rate to this maximum permissible level 
can be deduced directly from figure 16. The requil'.ed co~
crete thicknesses obtained in this manner are g'lVeu m 
table 12. 

TABLE 12. Concrete-barrier requirements 

I ' I 
AS::.llillCd' Rrqulred concre~e barner I 

I'l'it .. nee X-mv m~ I th.1ckncss 
I from td.rget tcnqiy at 
, to occupled I 3 [t froill , I I I I 
I space I ~~~~~ : 6 :'Ilev 110 Mev 120 Me" 3~}~;8 
-~---, , __ ' __ --'--, 

I 

.It I }.filliwatts/ I in. I in. I in. I in. 

1" iJ cfo~ 61 I ~~ I ~i I ~~ I .J .•••••. i l 10' 0 •.•••• 
------ ------ ------ ------

." U 0.5 5:2 59 69 
I 

70 

I 
2.0 61 68 81 82 ---------1 l 10.0 ------ ------ Q2 I Q3 

. IJ 
0.5 44 50 58 59 
2.0 52 59 69 70 ,j()--------j l 10.0 62 58 82 83 

1C~ ________ I{ 0.5 I 36 41 48 49 
2.0 H 50 58 59 

10.0 I 53 60 70 71 

"Ii 
0.5 :!8 31 37 38 
2.0 36 41 4~ 49 

10.0 45 51 60 61 
0.5 20 00 ~G 26 
2.0 :!8 31 37 38 400 __ ------ l 

10.0 37 42 49 50 I 
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The following comments might be helpful to those inter
ested in more of the conelusions obtainable from the data of 
figures 15 and 16: 

(1) The data should be applicable for any practical target
to-barrier distance. 

(2) Narrow-beam attenuation calculations in the energy 
range up to 100 Mev indicate that the character of the curves 
does not change much between 30 and 100 ~1ev. 'rherefore, 
the 30- and 3S-Mev curves in figures 15 and 16 can be used 
as approximately correct up to 100 Mev. 

(3) The data were originally obtained as ratios of ioniza.
tion-chamber readings behind the barrier to those in a. Lucite 

g 
i 

10 

FWURE 15, Attenuation in concrete at betatron energies of 6, 10, 20, 
30,38 Mev. 

Dpnsity of concrete, 147 lb/ft'. Scale A: The esu/cm3 detected in an ionization chambPr 
behind various tbickneSStlS of concrete, per esu/em' detected In a thimble chllJ]lber imbedded 
in an lL1i-crn Luclte cube at the same position without barrier, Is plottecUor various betatron 
energies. Scale B: The ratio of maximum tissue dose recalved with and without a concrete 
barrier calculated from scale A a.ssuming the Same conversion of93 ergs/g for 1 esu/cm'. The5e 
data. are taken from results to be pUbli'hed by F. Klrn and R. Kennedy of the Natlonal 
Bureau of Standards. 
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Cllbe' in tLf' din-"[ L,-am. Tlll',;e data are provided in seale 
A of fig-un' it,. 

(-1) TIll' It·nizaiion behind the harrier was converted to an 
aI)proximat dose ;'~lbp by the faetor (13 ergs/g per 1 esu/cm3 

of iouization, or n.n rsd ]wr 1 esu/e1ll3• These conversion 
faetol';J are 0111,\' approximately eorred' they were used to 
ohtain the Il!lmemtnr of thn ordinate B values of 
1 ti. 

Tilt' ioni7Htion in a 2.')-r thimble chamber placed in the 
('<'uteI' of :H, 1..')-<:111 cube of Lucite in front of the concrete 
barrier d"f1 th(' Nima)'." beam intensity that is 
inci.dent (lit tlw concrete harrier. This ionization rPflciing 
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Fl(](fRE 16. Attenuation in concrete at betatron energies of 6, 10,20, flO, 
38 Mev. 

Dell.'!ity of oon(!l'et<:, 147 Ib/W. Se;,je A: The absorbed ergs/g/min behind varlous tbick· 
of coneret., for a beam intellslty of 1 milliwatt/crus at the sa.me pOSition III plotted lor 

beta.tron energies. The energy nbs orbed L, calculat<:d from data of figure 15, assum· 
(lIg3ig (or 1 e.su/er-il', Seale B: The dose received in rads lor the same conditions !IS 

.,\, 
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was converted to dose in the middle of an 11.5-crn cube of 
Lueite by the fador of 93 ergs/g per esu/ern3

• Also, it can 
be converted to primary X-ray intensity units of watts per 
square centimeter by the factor shown in figure 6. These 
factors were used to obtain the denominator of the ordinate 
scale values of figures 15 and 16. 

Submitted for the ?\ adonal Committee on Radiation Pro
tection. 

LA URIS'l'OX S. TAYLOR, Chairman. 

WASHlXGTO~, July 10, 1953. 
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